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The Curriculum &
Activity Guide
The Porn Conversation (TPC) Curriculum and Activity Guide
is a theoretical and practical resource for educators to lead a comprehensive sex
education program for 12 to 15-year-old young people.

The key values of The Porn Conversation
Curriculum & Activity Guide
1. Comprehensive

Thoroughly teaches sexual health information that gives students the knowledge, skills,
and values to make health-promoting decisions and behaviours.
2. Inclusive

No matter the gender, sex, race, ethnicity, class, sexual orientation, or ability we aim
to present a curriculum that promotes awareness and understanding of diversity and
inclusion.
3. Evidence-informed

Information gathered for this curriculum is informed by research combined with the
experiences and expertise of our community to best meet the needs of our audience.
We update curricula based on changes in culture, data, and feedback from our
community.
4. Age-appropriate

Each curriculum contains appropriate language and content standards taking into
consideration the ages of the students. Our curriculum follows the essential, core
content and skills outlined by age in the most recent Future of Sex Education (FoSE)
National Sex Education Standards (Second Edition).
5. Pleasure-based

Pleasure is all about feeling happy and fulfilled! We aim to provide accurate and honest
information that gives young people the best chance at experiencing happy sex lives.
6. Sex-positive

We take an approach that promotes the idea that sex and sexuality are a natural part of
life and no young person should feel bad about wanting to learn more. Our curriculum
teaches the importance of consent and boundaries to support decision-making skills
youth need to create respectful relationships throughout their lives.
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By the end of The Porn Conversation Curriculum & Activity Guide, students will be
able to understand and demonstrate their understanding of the following topics:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Anatomy & Physiology
Puberty & Adolescent Sexual Development
Gender Identity & Expression
Sexual Orientation & Identity
Sexual Health
Consent & Respectful Relationships
Porn Literacy
Interpersonal Violence*

*content warning: This topic may be triggering for people who have experienced
sexual violence or abuse.
Content warning tips for teachers
→ Give your students as much advance notice as possible before
beginning this topic.
→ Provide students the choice to participate or not participate in
the discussion.
→ Offer them a method to respond privately in either a verbal or non-verbal
format, like an email or direct message.
→ Identify and create a space students can join to say “yes”, “no”, “pass”,
or other forms of consent.
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1.
Anatomy &
Physiology
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1. Anatomy & Physiology
Overview
Outlines the functional knowledge students need to understand basic reproductive
functioning.
Tips for teachers
→ Use gender inclusive language when referring to your students “folks, friends,
y’all, everyone” instead of “boys and girls”.
→ Use the term “sex assigned at birth” instead of female or male or biological sex.
→ Use body-first language to describe anatomy (“people with penises”,
“penis owners”, “vulva owners”, “people with vulvas”, and “uterus owners”).
→ Do not use the term “normal” when referring to anatomy and bodies.
Consider using “common” or “expected”.
→ Refrain from using negative and positive body commentary to create
a shame-free environment.
→ When discussing external anatomy (penis and vulva), students may become
playful or disruptive. Perhaps beginning with internal anatomy is a less
disruptive way to ease them into the lesson - you know your students best!
Preparation
→ Print copies of all unlabeled and labeled internal and external sex anatomy
worksheets for each student.
Materials
→ Copies of all unlabeled and labeled internal and external sex anatomy
worksheets to distribute to students
→ Pencils and pens
Learning Outcomes
→ Recall the human reproductive systems, which includes external
and internal sex and reproductive anatomy and their functions,
and recognise there are natural variations in human bodies.
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Introduction

2 MINUTES

Educator Instructions
→ Begin the lesson by saying:
A person’s sex anatomy includes the external anatomy, what you can notice on the
outside of the body, and the internal anatomy, what is not noticable because they are
inside your body which includes reproductive organs. Usually these reproductive organs
help your body work as you grow into an adult. We have so many of the same body
parts but they don’t always look the same.

Sex Assigned at Birth

5 MINUTES

Educator Instructions
→ Begin by saying, “When a baby is born, a doctor assigns it a sex based
on it’s genitals.”
→ Write the following three points on the board or have them already written
to show students:
		- A baby born with a vulva is typically assigned female at birth (AFAB).
		- A baby born with a penis is typically assigned male at birth (AMAB).
		- A baby born with a variation of internal and/or external sex anatomy
		
are assigned intersex at birth.
→ Continue by saying:
The sex assigned at birth is found on a baby’s birth certificate and is generally based
on what their genitals include, but this is only part of what makes a person AMAB or
AFAB: there are also internal parts such as ovaries or testes, mix of hormones, and
chromosomes.
Remember, different doesn’t mean bad or wrong because there is no such thing as
“normal” when it comes to bodies and nature!

1O MINUTES

The External Sex Anatomy of a person AFAB
Educator Instructions
→ Distribute the labeled external sex anatomy of a person AFAB worksheet to
students.
→ Then say, “Please take a look at the external sex anatomy of a person
assigned female at birth.”
→ Continue by reading through each part of the external sex anatomy of a
person AFAB.
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This is the area that is located under the belly button and right above
the vulva! It is a squishy spot that protects the pubic area. It may become covered in
pubic hair following puberty.

Mons Pubis:

The vulva is the outer part of the genitalia of a person AFAB. It includes: the
labia, the clitoris, the urethra and the opening of the vagina.
Vulva:

These folds of skin are known as the “lips” of the vulva, their purpose is to
cover and protect the vaginal opening. They are plump and sensitive to touch. There
are two sets of labias, the outer labia and the inner labia. They are located from the tip of
the clitoris all the way past the opening of the vagina. Labias are all unique! They come
in different sizes and colours. They can be long or short, and most of the time, they
aren’t even the same size. They range in colour from pink to brown to purple. Following
puberty, the outer labia may become covered in pubic hair.
Labia:

Clitoris: The clitoris, or the glans, is located right at the top part of the vulva.

Everyone’s clitoris looks different. The clitoris can be as tiny as a pencil eraser or as
large as a baby carrot. It is much larger on the inside of your body, but this is only the tip
that is outside the body. It is the most sensitive point of the human body.
Clitoral Hood: The fold of skin that covers the clitoris. Depending on the person,

this can be larger or smaller. Its purpose is to protect the clitoris.
The urethral opening is also known as the pee hole! It’s where
the urine or “pee” comes out of and it’s located below the clitoris.

Urethral Opening:

Vaginal Opening: The vestibule, otherwise known as “the vaginal opening” is

located right below the urethral opening or the “pee hole”. This is the space where
babies are pushed out during childbirth and where blood leaves the body during
menstruation. It is also the site for vaginal penetration or sexual intercourse may
occur.
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The hymen is a very thin fleshy tissue that stretches
across the vaginal canal. It depends on the person, but it can cover a larger or smaller
part of the vaginal canal. The hymen can tear naturally over time or through physical
activity like a sport. The tearing of the hymen is more internal tear and not as painful as
some people may think. A torn or stretched hymen does not mean that a vulva owner
had sexual intercourse.
Hymen (not shown):

Skene’s Glands (not shown): The Skene’s glands are located on each side

of the urethral opening. They are what make some people AFAB release fluid, called
urea, sometimes during sex, which is often referred to as “squirting”. Urea is not urine,
it’s made in our bodies and exits through the urethra. Notice how the names are similar:
urea, urine, urethra, and they are each different.
The ducts are the opening to the Bartholin’s glands
that are located right at the vaginal opening, one on the left and the other on the right. It
is the site where the secretions leave the body, which makes the vagina wet and keeps
it lubricated. They are named after the doctor who discovered them!
Bartholin’s Glands Ducts:

Anus: The anus is the opening to the rectum and it also is where faeces or “poop”

comes out. It is one of the most sensitive areas of the body. It is also the site where anal
penetration or sexual intercourse may occur.
15 MINUTES

The Internal Sex Anatomy of a person AFAB
Educator Instructions
→ Distribute the labeled internal sex anatomy of a person AFAB
worksheets to students.
→ Then say, “Please take a look at the internal sex anatomy of a person
assigned female at birth.”
→ Continue by reading through each part of the internal sex anatomy of
a person AFAB.
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The vaginal opening is the exterior opening to the vagina. It is
the muscular canal that extends from the cervix to the outside of the body.

Vaginal Opening:

Vagina: The vagina is a tunnel-like muscular and elastic organ that connects the
vulva with the cervix and uterus. It’s the final tunnel where babies and menstrual blood
travel through to leave the body. It is also the site where vaginal penetration or sexual
intercourse may occur.
Cervix: The cervix is a round organ that separates the vagina from the uterus. The
hole in the middle, called the os, is where the uterus and vagina connect. When babies
are born, the cervix expands for the baby to come out easier during vaginal birth. This
is also the site where menstrual blood leaves during periods, pap smears and HPV tests
take place, and sperm enters the body during vaginal sex.
Uterus: The uterus is the shape of a pear and about the size of one too! Some
people with a uterus call their uterus a “womb”.
Fallopian Tubes: The fallopian tubes are a pair of tubes that help carry eggs
from the ovaries to the uterus. This is also where sperm travels through to reach the
eggs to fertilise them to possibly make a baby.
Ovaries: The ovaries are like the nest that stores eggs. They release one or more
eggs each month, which is how periods or pregnancy happen. They are also responsible
for producing hormones, which are some of the special chemicals that make your body
do different things - like grow with puberty, make babies, or menstruate.
G-Spot (not shown): Short for Gräfenberg spot, it is located a few inches inside
the opening of the vagina towards the belly button. When a vulva owner gets aroused, it
swells up. It is named after the doctor who discovered it!
The Clitoris

The internal part of the clitoris is the largest part of the clitoris. It includes the
crus clitoris, which are the “legs” of the clitoris and bulbs of the vestibule. This pair of bulbs
extend through and behind the labia, passing by the urethra, vaginal canal, and towards the
anus. The bulbs and crus clitoris are made up of erectile tissue which gets full when it is
filled with blood.

Clitoris:
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The glans clitoris is the only part of the clitoris that is noticable
externally. It does not contain erectile structures, but it is very sensitive to touch and
filled with nerve endings.
Glans Clitoris:

Bulb of the Vestibule: A set of bulbs of erectile tissue that extend towards the

urethra and vagina. During sexual arousal, the vestibular bulbs will fill with blood and
double in size.
Corpus Cavernosum: Often referred to as legs of the clitoris, these structures
are made up of erectile tissue that extend about 5 to 9 centimeters into the pelvis.
During sexual arousal, the corpus cavernosum fills with blood and becomes erect.
Crus Clitoris: The continuation of each side of the Corpus Cavernosum that
attaches to the pubic arch.

A set of glands about the size of a pea that are located right
at the vaginal opening, one on the left and the other on the right. They are responsible
for making the vagina wet and keeping it lubricated.

Bartholin’s Glands:

Educator Instructions
→ Pause and ask, “Many of the body parts are named after doctors who
discovered them. Most of those doctors are white men. Why do you think that is?”
→ Guide students in a discussion about sexism, misogyny, and white supremacy
and their connection in science and history. Ask:
“Why do you think the scientific field was so historically white male dominated?”
“Has this changed?”
“Do you believe there is more racial and gender equality in science today?”
“What changes do you think need to be made?”
“What are the benefits of diversity in science?”
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1O MINUTES

The External Sex Anatomy of a person AMAB
Educator Instructions
→ Distribute the labeled external sex anatomy of a person AMAB worksheets
to students.
→ Then say, “Please take a look at the external sex anatomy of a person
assigned male at birth.”
→ Continue by saying:
The penis is made up of 3 layers of spongy tissues. When a penis is soft, it is referred
to as “flaccid”. Sometimes a penis fills up with blood, gets hard, and stands up, which is
what we call an erection or “hard-on”.
Penises come in all shapes and sizes and grow with age up until the end of puberty.
Most penises are about 5 to 7 inches or 13 to 18 centimeters long. When a penis gets
hard, it can sometimes be straight or curved. Every penis is unique and there is no
“normal” shape or size for it to be.
Depending on a person’s religion or medical reasons they may have a circumcised
“cut” or intact “uncut” penis. A circumcision is a procedure when a doctor removes the
foreskin of a penis. The foreskin is a piece of skin that surrounds the glans or head
of the penis. This is usually decided at birth or within the first days after the birth
depending on the parents, culture, or religious belief.
Educator Instructions
→ Continue by reading through the following part of the external sex anatomy
of a person AMAB.
The glans are known as the “head” of the penis. For some, this is one of the
most sensitive parts of the penis. It is also where you can find the urethral opening,
where urine “pee” or semen “cum” exit.

Glans:

Intact Penis
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Circumcised Penis

Urethral Opening: Where the urine “pee” or semen “cum” after ejaculation exits

the body. This is also where pre-ejaculatory fluid is released.
The shaft is the tubelike shape that extends from the mons pubis to the glans
“head” of the penis.

Shaft:

Foreskin: Foreskin is only found on intact penises. The foreskin is a sleeve of skin

that covers and protects the glans or “head” of the penis. When a penis becomes hard
or erect during arousal, the skin can be moved down and reveals the glans. This is the
part that is removed for a circumcision.
Frenulum: The frenulum is a v-shaped skin attachment where the foreskin attaches

to the penis. It is located on the underside of the penis.
Scrotum: The scrotum, otherwise known as the “ball sack” is the skin that hangs
right below the penis. The scrotum holds the testicles and makes sure they remain at
the right temperature. This is why sometimes the sack moves closer to the body when
a penis owner is cold and when the body is warm, it moves further from the body. They
are also very sensitive to touch. During and after puberty, the skin on the scrotum
becomes wrinkly and grows pubic hair. Like the penis, the scrotum comes in all shapes,
colours and sizes.

The anus is the opening to the rectum and it also is where faeces or “poop”
comes out. It is one of the most sensitive areas of the body. It is also the site where anal
penetration or sexual intercourse may occur.

Anus:
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15 MINUTES

The Internal Sex Anatomy of a person AMAB
Educator Instructions
→ Distribute the labeled internal sex anatomy of a person AMAB worksheet
to students.
→ Then say, “Please take a look at the internal sex anatomy of a person
assigned male at birth.”
→ Continue by reading through the following part of the internal sex anatomy
of a person AMAB.

The testicles are two ball shaped glands that are located inside the
scrotum also called “ball sack”. They are responsible for making sperm and testosterone,
which is a hormone. To function they must be regulated by the body’s temperature which
is why the scrotum moves up towards the body when cold and down away from the body
when hot.

Testicles:

Epididymis: This is a tube-like structure located behind each testicle that helps

develop and hold the sperm as it matures before it passes to the Vas Deferens.
These are a set of long tubes that connect the epididymis to the
seminal vesicles. These are responsible for the internal transportation of the sperm before
a penis owner ejaculates.
Vas Deferens:

Seminal Vesicles: These are a pair of two small organs located right under the
bladder that produce the semen “cum”, which is the substance that carries the sperm out
of the penis.

The prostate gland is about the size and shape of a walnut and
is located in front of the bladder and in front of the rectum. It is where semen “cum” is
created. This part is extremely sensitive and may be pleasurable to touch for some.

Prostate Gland:
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This is where pre-ejaculatory fluid or “pre-cum” is stored. The
glands are located under the prostate and attached to the urethra. Pre-ejaculatory fluid
is created before a person ejaculates and it cleans the urethra to allow semen “cum” to
move more easily out of the urethra during ejaculation.

Cowper’s Glands:

The urethra is where urine “pee” and semen “cum” go through the urethral
opening, which is known as the “pee hole”

Urethra:

The cremaster is the muscle that is able to move the scrotum,
which holds the testicles closer to the body to control the temperature. They are on each
side of the body, one on the right side and one on the left side. The scrotum can move
for various reasons like when there is a temperature change or when a penis owner is
aroused.
Cremaster Muscle:

Educator Instructions
→ Pause and answer any questions students may have.
→ If you receive a question you are not sure how to answer. Say, “That’s a great
question. I don’t know. How about we look up some resources on that?”
→ Some frequently asked questions include:
FAQs
Q: Is it possible to urinate and ejaculate at the same time?
A: No. A penis owner cannot urinate and ejaculate at the same time. The
body works to stop urine from coming out when a penis owner is close to ejaculating.
Q: Can pee kill sperm?
A: For a penis owner, urine will kill sperm that remains in their urethra. But if a vulva
owner urinates after having vaginal sex with a penis owner, this action will not kill
sperm because the urethra is separate from the vagnal canal.
Q: Is ejaculating different for someone with an intact penis?
A: If someone has an intact penis, they must clean under the foreskin after
ejaculating to prevent irritation or an infection.
15 MINUTES

Activity
TPC Anatomy & Physiology Worksheet
1. Distribute the unlabeled external and internal sex anatomy images of persons
AFAB and AMAB to students.
2. Have students label the parts of the external and internal sex anatomy in the
correct places.
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Body Neutrality

15 MINUTES

Educator Instructions
→ Continue the lesson by saying:
Everyone has a body. There is no such thing as having a “normal” body type. Bodies
come in all shapes and sizes and also develop at different rates. There is nothing wrong
with developing faster or slower than others. It is all the process of growing up into
unique individuals!
Body image is how one feels about their body, not how it looks. Every person has a
body image and it’s up to us as individuals to figure out what makes us feel good about
ourselves. This may change as we change and grow.
Body neutrality is the approach of focusing on what your body does for you rather
than what it looks like. This allows us to make sure we are giving our body what it wants,
rather than what we feel like it needs to look like based on outside pressures. This is one
way to understand all of us have bodies, we all have needs, and that our bodies are what
they are: bodies!
We receive a lot of confusing messages about how the outside of our bodies should
look. These messages come from the media, family, and peers. The media also doesn’t
represent all types of body types equally. Different genders, sizes, skin colours, abilities,
and body types are represented in different ways. Oftentimes, not all body types are
represented in the media.
Educator Instructions
→ Pause and ask students, “What are some bodies we notice in the media
or are told are ‘good bodies’ or ‘ideal bodies’?”
→ Make a list of the responses from students on the board.
→ Ask, “What are some bodies not often represented in the media or if we do
they are made fun of or critiqued?”
→ Make a second list of the responses from students on the board.
→ Ask, “Who benefits from the second list existing? Why is there so much
attention to how we look, which may be the least interesting thing about us?”
→ Invite participants to consider and share what the most interesting thing
about them today may be.
→ Continue by saying:
The messages we receive about body image can really affect the way we feel about
ourselves. It’s important to keep a neutral body image especially when going through
the changes our bodies are experiencing during puberty. Every person deserves to feel
happy and beautiful as they go through the process of growing up as unique individuals!
Body acceptance is the practise of radical self-acceptance and helps us understand
the positive idea that all bodies have value and deserve to be represented and cared for.
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Activity
Pause the lesson and choose one or all of the following activities to do with students:
10 MINUTES

5 MINUTES

20 MINUTES

My Body Today
1. Ask students to draw a picture that represents how they feel about their body today.
Body Neutrality Nourishment
1. Ask each student to give an example of something they do to support and nourish
their bodies.

Disabled and Non-normative bodies
The term for people whose bodies and minds move or function differently than others
is person with disabilities. Non-normative bodies is a term people with disabilities
have used to describe their bodies as ones that are labeled “not ideal” by society
and often include them and body types not presented positively in the media. You
may notice the symbol of disability is the wheelchair sign, but disability comes in
many forms and some people with disabilities don’t need to use a mobility aid like a
wheelchair.
There are physical disabilities when a person might need to use a mobility aid to
move around like a wheelchair or prosthetics. But you can’t always tell if someone
is disabled or not by looking at them. These people may have invisible disabilities.
Some examples of invisible disabilities are mental illnesses, a learning disability, or a
food allergy. People with disabilities are as deserving of respect and joy as anyone
else. Someone’s difference doesn’t mean there is something wrong with them. Some
people are born with their disabilities as babies and others develop their disabilities
later in life.
Oftentimes, people assume that people with disabilities are asexual, meaning they do
not feel sexually attracted to others. This is a form of ableism. Discrimation based on
the belief that there is one right way to have a body and mind is called ableism.
The reality is, many people with disabilities can engage in sexual behaviour and
have healthy sexual and romantic relationships. As with everyone, some people may
be asexual no matter their ability, race, or gender. No matter what your abilities are,
you may still feel sexually and emotionally attracted to other people. People with
disabilities have the same range of sexual orientations and gender identities as nondisabled people.
Educator Instructions
→ Pause and ask students:
“What do you know about being disabled?”
“What do you do when you meet a disabled person?”
“Is it OK to stare? Is it OK to ask questions?”
“What does your family say when you notice a disabled person?”
“How do you understand ableism?”
“How do you challenge ableism?”
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→ Continue the lesson by saying:
Discrimation based on the belief that there is one right way to have a body and mind is
called ableism. Ways we witness ableism play out in the world is when a non-normative
bodied actor plays a disabled character and when schools segregate disabled and nondisabled students.
Educator Instructions
→ Pause and ask students:
“How is disability shown in the media?”
“Can you think of any positive examples of disability shown in the media?”
“What about people with disabilities in relationships?”
“Do you think it’s okay to exclude people with disabilities in the media?”
“How do you think this lack of representation affects the disabled
community?”
→ Say, “When disabled perspectives are left out in the media, this is an example
of ableism.”
→ Continue the lesson by saying:
Whether a person has a physical disability or invisible disability, it’s important to treat them
as you would any of your friends. Feeling included is important to everyone and being
a good friend means speaking, listening, and engaging with respect. As you figure out
friendship and how you want to be a friend it is important to know what hurts your friends.
Imitating a person with a disability or to laugh at them is hurtful and not respectful of the
friendship.
You can always find that there are many similarities between disabled and non-disabled
people. There is always something you can find in common with others - sharing a
favourite sport or maybe even having the same musical tastes.
All bodies have value and all bodies deserve care!
Educator Instructions
To wrap up the lesson, review the homework.
Homework
Ask students to create a Trusted Adult List
1. Ask students to identify trusted adults in their lives, including parents
and caregivers, whom students can ask questions about anatomy,
body neutrality, and disabilities.
2. Write their names down along with their contact information
(e.g., email, address, phone number).
Body images depicted in the media
1. Find three examples of body neutrality found in the media (e.g., TV, social
media, advertisements, movies, books).
2. Write how these representations can lead to either positive or negative
beliefs about one’s body image.
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2.
Puberty &
Adolescent
Sexual
Development
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2. Puberty & Adolescent
Sexual Development
Overview
Outlines the functional knowledge and essential skills students need to understand
pivotal milestones for every person that impact physical, social, and emotional
development, and that sexual development is common and healthy.
Tips for teachers
→ Adjust the use of body-first language. When the discussion centers on
puberty and hormones, use “penis owners” or “people with testes” and “vulva
owners” or “people with ovaries” when discussing hormones and body shifts;
when talking about menstruation use “people who menstruate” or “uterus
owners”.
→ Use the term “menstrual products” to recognise that not all people who use
them identify as female or feminine.
→ Describe how puberty prepares human bodies for the potential to reproduce
in a way that stresses that after puberty, anyone with a uterus can become
pregnant and anyone with testes can create a pregnancy.
→ Emphasise the similarities and differences between all people of all genders
who experience puberty (i.e., “many people experience x during puberty” and
“most people who experience puberty experience x, y, and z”).
→ Include information for and about transgender and intersex people in
discussions of puberty.
→ Use words like “typical” or “can occur” to describe puberty and adolescent
development instead of “normal”.
→ Recognise that there are a wide variety of emotions young people may be
feeling as puberty approaches and that for trans youth in particular, puberty
may be especially unwanted and unwelcome.
Learning Outcomes
→ Explain the physical, social, and emotional changes that occur during puberty
and adolescence and how the onset and progression of puberty can vary.
→ Describe how puberty prepares human bodies for the potential to reproduce
and that some people have conditions that impact the ability to reproduce.
→ Describe the role hormones play in the physical, social, cognitive, and
emotional changes during adolescence and the potential role of hormone
blockers on young people who are transgender.
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Introduction

5 MINUTES

Educator Instructions
→ Begin the lesson by saying:
As humans, we are always changing and growing throughout our entire lives. One
of these changes we go through in life is called puberty. Puberty is the point in life
when your body changes from a child to an adolescent. Puberty prepares the body to
reproduce, which is to have a baby one day, but it doesn’t mean that you are ready for
that adult responsibility. Not everyone will be able to reproduce, but lots of changes can
occur when going through puberty!
A person’s onset is when they start going through puberty, and typically begins earlier
for people AFAB than people AMAB. Everyone’s onset is different. Puberty occurs early
for some people and later for others.
The progression of puberty or how fast you go through is also different. Remember,
going through puberty is not a race! It’s common if you’re going through puberty faster
or slower than others. Puberty is experienced by everyone at different stages and at a
different pace and is a healthy part of growing up!

Changes during puberty

10 MINUTES

Educator Instructions
→ Write the following question and three points on the board:
What changes can I expect during puberty?
1. Physical: Changes in your body such as hair growth, periods, and changes
in your body’s size.
2. Social: Creating friendships and noticing romantic or sexual feelings.
3. Emotional: Awareness of a range of emotions, sometimes confusing
and overwhelming.
Educator Instructions
→ Pause and complete the following activity.
Activity
Express the changes
1. Have students create a picture to represent the emotional changes that
occur during puberty (e.g., a roller coaster, a smiling face, an ocean).
2. Ask for volunteers to share their art and explain why they chose the picture
to represent the emotional changes.
→ Continue by saying:
Puberty is a very confusing and exciting time for most. Both the physical and social
changes can affect the way that we feel about ourselves and others. During puberty,
hormones change. Hormones are the special chemicals that make your body do and
feel different things - like grow up, make babies, or menstruate!
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Puberty for a person AMAB

15 MINUTES

Educator Instructions
→ Begin by saying:
The average age a person AMAB goes through puberty is 11 to 15-years-old and lasts
for an average of 6 years up until their late teens or early twenties.
→ Continue by saying: “There are many changes penis owners can experience
during puberty, which include...”
		- Testes and penis grow in size.
		- Pubic hair begins to grow and gradually increases by age.
		- Hair growth under the armpits and legs.
		- Facial hair growth.
		- You may grow taller, gain weight, your shoulders widen and voice
		
deepens.
		- Some people with penises may even develop chest tissue.
		- Your skin may begin to get oily and may get pimples or develop acne.
		- You may begin to sweat more and smell a bit different, which is what 		
		 we call body odour.
		- Awareness of self and body.
		- Erections and wet dreams.
Educator Instructions
→ Continue by defining what an erection is and what causes an erection.
→ Say:
An erection is caused by blood filling the penis as a result of many different reasons like
sexual stimulation, dreaming, feeling fear or excitement, waking up with a full bladder,
or feeling cold. A penis owner can experience sudden erections, sometimes throughout
the day. These are caused by hormones. If an erect penis is not stimulated, the erection
will go away on its own over time. Because you can’t control the timing of erections,
there’s not much you can do to avoid getting them. Sudden erections can bring feelings
of discomfort, pain or embarrassment. It is completely common. Some people try to
“think” their erections away, but time is the only thing that will help them go away!
Educator Instructions
→ Continue by defining ejaculation, wet dreams, and masturbation:
Ejaculation is when a penis ejects semen, which is a white milky fluid. When a person
ejaculates, they typically feel a release of pressure and pleasure. Once a penis owner can
ejaculate, they have the ability to create a pregnancy during penis in vagina (PIV) sex.
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What happens during ejaculation?
The three internal reproductive organs: the seminal vesicles, the prostate gland and
the cowper’s glands, work together to create semen regularly and release it during
ejaculation.
1. The Seminal Vesicles are a pair of small organs located under the bladder that
help produce semen.
2. The Prostate Gland assists in the creation of a liquid that helps sperm move
around easier.
3. Below the prostate, the Cowper’s Glands are where pre-ejaculate or “pre cum”
is formed that eventually moves to the urethral opening when the penis is
erect and clears the urethra for a penis to ejaculate.
Wet Dreams
Penis owners regularly experience ejaculation during sleep, especially during the ages
of puberty. This kind of ejaculation is called nocturnal emission or wet dreams. This is
common to have and oftentimes the person won’t remember what caused it. It is often
caused by the body doing what it needs to do to clear out mature sperm from the body
so more can grow and evolve!
Masturbation
A person AMAB may also begin to touch their penis or genital area for pleasure which
is called masturbation. It’s very common to want to explore our own bodies and it is not
harmful in any way. Masturbation is a behaviour that should always be done in private.
Educator Instructions
→ Remember to help penis owners understand the expected changes puberty
may bring by saying, “Whether you experience all these changes or not
during puberty, it’s a completely common part of growing up!”

Puberty for a person AFAB

15 MINUTES

Educator Instructions
→ Begin by saying, “The average age a person AFAB goes through puberty is
8 to 13-years-old and lasts for an average of 6 years, usually ending around
the ages of 16 or 17.”
→ Continue by saying, “There are many changes vulva owners can experience
during puberty, which include...”		
		- Breast growth.
		- Pubic hair begins to grow and gradually increases with age.
		- Hair growth under the armpits and legs.
		- Grow in height, pelvis and hips widen, and you may gain weight.
		- Your skin may begin to get oily and pimples or acne develop.
		- You may begin to sweat more and smell a bit different,
		 which is what we call body odour.
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Internally, the surface of the vagina thickens and the uterus
and ovaries grow in size.
The cervix begins to produce discharge from the vagina.
First menstrual cycle or “period”.

Educator Instructions
→ Remember to help vulva owners understand the expected changes puberty
may bring by saying, “These changes during puberty will look different to
everyone and are completely expected!”
→ Continue the lesson by saying:
Before a uterus owner gets their first period, they may even begin to notice wet stains
on their underwear. This is called vaginal discharge and is nothing to worry about, as
it is a sign that they are going through puberty. Vaginal discharge is a natural sign
of changes caused by menstruation and fertility. Vaginas can create different types
of discharge, some that are clear or a yellowish tint, some that are white and sticky,
and it may even discolour underwear. Some people may choose to wear liners on their
underwear to limit stains.
Masturbation
Some vulva owners may also begin to touch their vulvas for pleasure which is called
masturbation. It’s totally common to want to explore our own bodies. Masturbation
is the safest possible outlet to explore a person’s sexual feelings. Masturbation is a
behaviour that deserves privacy.
Whether you experience all these changes or not during puberty, they are all a common
part of growing up!

Menstruation or “Periods”

15 MINUTES

Educator Instructions
→ Continue the lesson by saying:
Some people think menstruation or “periods” is the biggest change a uterus owner
goes through during puberty. Menstruation is a common way the body regulates itself,
cleanses the uterus, and keeps the reproductive system functioning! It’s also how a person
who menstruates prepares to have a baby, if and when they have one. Once a uterus
owner has their first period, they can become pregnant during penis in vagina (PIV) sex.
Educator Instructions
→ Continue the lesson by discussing what happens during a period.
→ Say:
Periods begin when hormones begin sending messages to your body to prepare to
begin to grow an egg in the ovary and then release it to travel to the uterus and then to
menstruate it out as the process. The following month, it happens all over again, this is
why people who menstruate receive their periods monthly.
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Most periods last between 3 to 7 days each month until you are around 45-55 years-old.
Sometimes a period may last longer or shorter than others or sometimes skip a month.
It is common for periods to not be monthly or “regular” at the beginning, especially
during the first two years of having a period.
Period blood ranges in colours and textures. It might appear black, brown, pink or red.
The texture might seem like a liquid such as water or thick and mucousy. The average
person who menstruates loses about 6 to 8 teaspoons of menstrual blood each month.
The amount of menstrual blood, the colour and texture all depends on the person and
the day of the cycle!
Some people who menstruate, but not all, experience symptoms when they are getting
their period, such as stomach cramps, bloating, tiredness, headaches or acne. There
are many different things you can do to help reduce these feelings like exercising or
relaxing. This is very common! It is not common to experience painful periods that stop
you from doing what you love like going to school or practising a sport, you should tell a
trusted adult or doctor to give you medical support.
Educator Instructions
→ Continue the lesson by discussing what menstrual products help manage
bleeding during periods.
→ Say:
To absorb the fluids that come out of the vagina during a period, there are a few
different menstrual products that can be used. There are pads, these come in various
sizes and absorbance, they are made of cotton and have a sticky side that attach
directly to the underwear and capture fluid. Tampons are small bundled cotton which
are inserted into the vagina with the hands or an applicator that acts as a plug into
the vagina to capture fluid. Menstrual cups are rubbery flexible cup-shaped items
inserted into the vagina to capture fluid. There are also period underwear, which
absorb period blood and can be cleaned out. Depending on the flow, these will need
to be changed throughout the day. Depending on the person, they can choose which
one is most comfortable for them.

Puberty for Transgender, Intersex
& Non-binary people

5 MINUTES

Educator Instructions
→ Continue the lesson by discussing the potential role of puberty
blockers/hormone blockers on young people who are transgender,
intersex, or non-binary.
→ Say:
If a person is transgender, intersex, or non-binary, puberty may feel especially
challenging.
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When someone’s body is going through changes and developing into a body a person
doesn’t connect to their gender identity, puberty blockers can be helpful for their journey.
Puberty blockers are medicines for those who want to stop the effects of development
during puberty. They work by stopping hormone production of testosterone or estrogen
that causes the physical changes to bodies as a person goes through puberty. Hormone
blockers only stop some of the characteristics of puberty, not all. They do not stop height
growth and hair growth in certain areas of the body like the pubic area and underarms.
Educator Instructions
→ Pause the lesson to complete the following activity as a class:
Activity
15 MINUTES

The changes and the effects of puberty
1. Draw a T-Chart on the classroom board and record students’ suggestions
regarding the emotional changes associated with puberty (e.g., changes in
mood and energy levels, sexual attraction, peer pressure, etc.).
2. Indicate how these changes affect personal well-being (e.g., tiredness,
shyness, lower or greater self-confidence).
Examples of changes and effects:
Changes
• Sexual attraction
• Increase in confidence

Effects
• Shyness
• Taking more risks

Puberty Self-Care Practices

10 MINUTES

Educator Instructions
→ Continue the lesson by discussing the importance of puberty self-care practices.
→ Say:
It’s important to take care of yourself when your body is going through the emotional and
social changes of puberty. With all these hormonal changes, you may find it difficult to
be yourself! Some self-care practices that help manage your changing moods may be
exercising, talking to a trusted adult, or finding ways to be creative! Every person is unique
and it’s important to stay healthy when growing up and find what makes you happy.
It can be tough to figure out how to deal with all the physical changes that occur during
puberty. Some people will decide to start wearing deodorant or shaving, and some
people will choose not to! It all depends on what a person feels comfortable doing and
how you wish to present yourself during these exciting times.
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Educator Instructions
→ Pause and ask students:
“What are some positive ways to cope with daily moods and emotions associated
with puberty?”
Examples of coping strategies:
- moving your body
- drinking more water
- discussing emotions with family and friends
- listening to music
Self-care practices are an important part of going through puberty!
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3. Gender Identity & Expression
Overview
Outlines the functional knowledge and essentials skills students need to address
fundamental aspects of people’s understanding of who they are as it relates to gender,
gender identity, gender roles, and gender expression as well as how peers, media, family,
society, culture, and a person’s intersecting identities can influence attitudes, beliefs,
and expectations, and the importance of advocating for safety and equity.
Tips for teachers
→ Don’t separate students into groups based on the binary (girls vs. boys).
→ Never assume someone’s gender identity based on how they look.
→ Never teach that there are only opposite genders (boys and girls,
and ignoring others).
→ Consider using a person’s name or use “they/them” pronouns to refer to
anyone whose pronouns are not yet known, including when speaking
generally about a person (rather than “he/she”).
Materials
→ Adhesive name tags for each student to apply to clothing
Learning Outcomes
→ Distinguish between sex assigned at birth and gender identity
and explain similarities and differences.
→ Explain that gender expression and gender identity exist along a spectrum.
→ Define and explain differences between cisgender, transgender,
non-binary, gender expansive, and gender identity.
→ Describe gender role stereotypes and their potential impact on self and others.

Introduction

5 MINUTES

Educator Instructions
→ Begin the lesson by saying:
Gender is a feeling and knowing about ourselves. For example, you can feel like a boy, a
girl, a mixture of both or neither. From going to a store, the bathroom we got to, or even the
sports and hobbies we prefer - we are told to be either a boy or a girl. The idea that there
are only two genders and this decides how we are supposed to speak, dress, and behave
doesn’t make sense when we are all unique individuals. Gender is so much more than that!
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5 MINUTES

Gender Identity vs. Sex Assigned at Birth
Educator Instructions
→ Continue the lesson by differentiating sex assigned at birth and gender identity.
→ Ask, “Do you know the difference between sex assigned at birth and
gender identity?”

Sex assigned at birth: When a baby is born, they are given a “sex assigned at birth”.
Which is what you notice on your birth certificate - female (AFAB) if you have a
vulva, male (AMAB) if you have a penis, or intersex if you have a variation of both
sexual and reproductive anatomy.
Gender Identity: Gender Identity is different than sex assigned at birth. A person’s
gender identity is how they feel and what they know about themselves. This is a
deep feeling inside of being a boy, girl, both, neither, or another gender.
Some people’s gender identity and their assigned sex match in a common way.
However, others do not. For example, there are people who were born with a penis,
are assigned male at birth, but know themselves not to be male or a boy. Or, there are
people who are born with a vulva, are assigned female at birth, but know they are not
female or like a girl. Gender is a knowing and a feeling. Some people don’t feel like any
gender and may be agender, and others feel like all genders.

Gender Binary

5 MINUTES

Educator Instructions
→ Say, “Gender expression and gender identity exist along a spectrum.”
→ Continue by saying:
The word binary is something that is made up of two parts. For example, think of the
word ‘bicycle’ - it’s a thing with two wheels.
The gender binary is a way of understanding gender as two clear and opposite
groups - girl and boy. For example, when you go to a bathroom, you may notice that we
are divided into two groups and use the bathroom based on our gender - either the
boy’s bathroom or the girl’s bathroom even when our bodies do the same things in the
bathroom.
There exists genders beyond boy or girl binary, such as transgender or non-binary
or agender individuals. This is what we consider gender existing along a spectrum of
many different identities rather than a choice between two options.

Gender Identities

5 MINUTES

Educator Instructions
→ Say, “There are many differences and similarities between people of
all genders. Let’s discuss some gender identities.”
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→ Read the following gender identities and their meanings to the class:
Cisgender: A person is cisgender when their sex assigned at birth matches their

gender identity, or how they feel on the inside. For example, a person assigned male at
birth or AMAB that is a boy is considered cisgender.
Transgender: A person who’s sex assigned at birth does not always easily match
their gender, or how they know and feel about themselves may be transgender.
Non-binary: The gender binary is where things are socially considered either boy

or girl and exist on that scale. Those who identify as non-binary, express their gender in
a way that is not considered either boy or girl.
Gender expansive: Some people feel that the traditional ways of being a “boy” or

“girl” is limiting and not right for them. They show that there are many ways to be a girl,
boy, both, more, or neither.
Two-spirit: Describes aboriginal or other indigenous people who have “two spirits”

or multiple genders and experiences.
Agender: People who don’t identify with any particular gender or being genderless.

Educator Instructions:
→ Say:
The similarities between cisgender, transgender, non-binary, and gender expansive
people are that we are all human beings that have feelings, thoughts, and experiences.

Gender Pronouns

5 MINUTES

Educator Instructions:
→ Say:
“Pronouns are words we use in place of a name. For example: he/him/his is a genderspecific set of pronouns which is often associated with men or boys or those who
identify as such. She/her/hers is a gender-specific set of pronouns that is generally
associated with women or girls or those who identify as such. They/them/theirs is often
considered a gender neutral set of pronouns, often used for an individual who might
not identify with a specific gender. These are just a few examples but there are many
other gender neutral pronouns that exist such as neopronouns like ze/zir/zirs. No matter
the gender identity, all pronouns can be used for any gender and are gender neutral.
Pronouns are an integral part of who we are and sharing your pronouns or asking for
another person’s pronouns not only affirms one’s identity but creates a more inclusive
and respectful environment for all.”
→ Pause here to complete the following activity.
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Activity
15 MINUTES

What’s your pronoun? Name tag meet and greet
1. Review the gender pronoun chart by Trans Student Educational Resources (TSER)
as a class.
2. Students will fill out their adhesive name tag with their pronouns and attach
it to their clothes.
3. Students will go around the room and introduce themselves to 5 of their
classmates as a sort of meet and greet. They will ask each student the
following question:
“Can I ask what your pronouns are?”
Other ways of asking an individual their pronouns respectfully are:
“How would you like me to refer to you?”
“How would you like to be addressed?”
Students should respond: “My name is ______ and my pronouns are ___/___.”
Educator Instructions
→ Complete the activity by saying, “This may feel uncomfortable at first, but you
do not want to say the wrong pronouns based on assumptions.”

Gender Expression

10 MINUTES

Educator Instructions
→ Pause here to ask, “What other things do people of all gender identities have
in common?”
→ Say, “Let’s talk about the ways people express their gender and how gender
role stereotypes may change our behaviours.”
→ Continue the lesson by saying:
People express themselves in many different ways. Gender expression is the way a
person presents and communicates their gender - this can be done through clothing,
body language, hairstyle, voice, and behaviours - to name a few.
Gender expression is different in many cultures and may change over time. For
example, if a boy enjoys having long hair, he may continue cutting it short to fit into the
gender role stereotypes that boys generally have short hair. But in some cultures, a
boy having long hair is common, celebrated, and considered very masculine. Whatever
way a person chooses to express their gender is up to them!
Educator Instructions
→ Pause here to ask, “Can you think of some examples of celebrities who may
challenge the gender role stereotypes?”

Safety

15 MINUTES

Many people believe they cannot express their gender as they feel it because of the
gender binary and gender expectations. Transgender and gender non-conforming
individuals are often highly surveilled or targeted for the ways they express themselves.
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They may also find themselves in situations of violence, discrimination, victimisation, and
overall feelings of being unsafe. Safety is often a concern for individuals expressing their
gender when it is not perceived as presenting within a gender role stereotype.

Educator Instructions
→ Pause here to ask, “Do you think people should be targeted for violence
based on how they dress and express their gender?”
→ “What changes do you think need to be made to create a safer space for
transgender and gender non-conforming individuals at school?”
→ “What about in our community?”
→ “What would that look like and how would you implement it?”
Activity
10 MINUTES

My Gender Expression
1. Ask students to draw themselves and highlight ways they express their gender.
Educator Instructions
→ Continue the lesson by saying:
Gender role stereotypes are the expectations that we place on people to identify
and express themselves based on the gender binary, either a boy or girl. Gender
role stereotypes can change from culture to culture and over time. Some of the ways
gender role stereotypes are upheld in society range from our physical appearance,
personality traits, to the jobs we have.
Gender roles are not something that occur naturally within us, but are learned
behaviours. Sometimes the pressure these roles put on us leads us to act in a way that
doesn’t feel right to us.
When it comes to behaviour, girls are expected to be polite, passive, nurturing and
submissive while boys are expected to be aggressive, insensitive, dominant, and strong.
When we don’t feel like these stereotypes feel true to us, we can feel a lot of pressure to
behave in a certain way based on society’s expectations of our gender.
When someone is bullied or experiences violence because people expect them to act
a certain way because of their gender identity, they are experiencing gender-based
violence. When we bully or harm others for identifying or expressing their gender, we
are not only causing them sadness and hurt for being themselves, we are creating a
dangerous environment for them and others.
Activity

20 MINUTES

The Gender Bubble
1. Divide students into groups of four or five regardless of gender.
Say, “Today we will discuss the topic of gender roles (what society says it means
to be a boy/man or a girl/woman) Each group will create bubbles of words that are
often associated with being a boy/man and being a girl/woman. Each group has 3
minutes to make a word bubble for “boys/men” and “girls/women”
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Some examples they may come up with are:
“Boys/Men are strong, like sports, are fathers…”
“Girls/Women are emotional, talk a lot, like the colour pink…”
2. Ask each group to share what they put in their bubbles for Girls and Boys.
3. As you hear from each group sharing, note the similarities and differences in their
answers.
For example, say: “Group 1 said boys like sports. How many of you here like sports?”
When the teacher notices that girls will also raise their hand, they will say “there are
no boy hobbies or girl hobbies, there are only hobbies.”
4. To close the activity, ask students, “How does society influence the attitudes,
beliefs and expectations of gender, gender identity, and gender expression?”

There are unlimited possibilities for different gender identities!
Educator Instructions
→ To wrap up the lesson, review the homework.
Homework
Changing gender roles and norms
1. Students will discuss with a person from an older generation in their family
or community about gender roles and norms when they were young. They will
compare their answers with their own experiences.
2. Ask each person what gender roles were like during their youth by asking
the following questions:
What were the expectations of girls/women?
What were the expectations of boys/men?
What behaviours were appropriate for men but not for women?
What behaviours were appropriate for women but not for men?
What jobs did men typically have? What about women?
What were the expected responsibilities of women/men in the home?
Was it different in your household?
3. After speaking with an elder, students will reflect and write a short response
on how the gender roles experienced by the elder have or haven’t changed
up until today by answering the following questions:
How are they the same? Why do you think that is?
How are they different? Why do you think that is?
4. Students will share their answers and reflections with their class and discuss
similarities and differences in their responses.
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4. Sexual Orientation & Identity
Overview
Outlines knowledge and essential skills students need to address their understanding of
who they are as it relates to their multiple identities (i.e. sexual orientation and identity)
and how peers, media, family, society, culture, and a person’s intersecting identities can
influence attitudes, beliefs, and expectations and the importance of advocating for
safety and equity.
Tips for teachers
→ Never assume a student’s sexual orientation or that all young people are only
attracted to the “opposite” gender.
Materials
→ Printed copies of the TSER Gender Unicorn worksheet for each student.
Learning Outcomes
→ Define sexual identity and explain a range of identities related to sexual
orientation (e.g., heterosexual, bisexual, lesbian, gay, queer, asexual, pansexual).
→ Differentiate between sexual orientation and gender identity.
→ Differentiate between sexual behaviour and sexual identity.
→ Demonstrate ways to communicate respectfully with and about people of all
sexual orientations.

Introduction

5 MINUTES

Educator Instructions
→ Begin the lesson by saying:
As you grow, you may be developing romantic and sexual feelings for others and want
relationships that are more than friendships. You may notice that you like, have a crush
on, or are attracted to one, or more than one gender, or no gender at all! All of these
options are totally common and are a part of growing up. If you haven’t developed
feelings for others yet, don’t worry. Some people don’t figure that out until they are older.
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Sexual Orientations

5 MINUTES

Sexual orientation is about who a person is attracted to sexually. A person’s sexual
orientation is not a choice, it is something that is naturally a part of each of us. Don’t ever
feel pressured to figure out your feelings, if things feel confusing, find a trusted adult you
can talk with. Everyone has the right to be comfortable and be accepted for who they are.
Some people know their sexual orientation from a young age and others may discover
it later on in life. Sexual orientation is not a choice and differs from person-to-person.
Although it seems that being heterosexual or “straight” is the social norm, which is what
we call heteronormativity, but there is no such thing as a “normal” sexual orientation.
Educator Instructions
→ Continue by saying: “Here are examples of sexual orientations.”
→ Say:
Heterosexual “straight”: A person who is heterosexual or “straight” is
attracted to the gender opposite of their gender.
Gay: A person who identifies as gay is attracted to the gender similar to their own

gender. Although it can be used for any gender, it is commonly used for men who are
attracted to other men.
Lesbian: A person who identifites as lesbian is attracted to the gender similar to

their own gender. It is commonly used for women who are attracted to other women.
Bisexual: A person who is bisexual is attracted to people who are the same gender

as their gender and other genders.
Queer: An umbrella term that describes individuals who aren’t exclusively

heterosexual. Queer folks view sexuality as a spectrum instead of a collection of
independent sexual orientations.
Pansexual: A person who’s attractions go across many different gender identities.
Asexual: A person who does not have or has limited sexual attraction to anyone.

They still can develop crushes or romantic feelings for others.
5 MINUTES

Sexual Orientation vs. Gender Identity
Educator Instructions
→ Continue by saying: “A person’s sexual orientation is not the same as
gender identity.”
→ Say:
Gender identity is who you are. Your gender identity is how you think of yourself

and what you call yourself. This might be different than what others think you are! There
are people who think that a person’s gender identity is always matching with a person’s
sex assigned at birth. This might make a person feel uncomfortable or urged to act,
dress, or behave in ways that aren’t true to them.
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Sexual orientation is your emotional or sexual attraction to other people.

Basically, it’s who you may have a crush on, be interested in dating and may one day
become intimate with.

Communicating Respectfully

15 MINUTES

When talking with someone about their sexual orientation, make sure to use the terms
that they use. It’s okay to ask what labels people prefer when it comes to their sexual
orientation because everyone prefers different terms, or sometimes none at all! It’s
always better to ask than assume!
Some LGBTQ+ people may feel stress, anxiety or pressure when it comes to their
identity. These feelings are often out of fear that the feelings they are having won’t
be accepted by the people around them. Some may feel as if they have to hide their
sexual orientation from others because being straight is seen as “normal”. Remember,
that when it comes to sexual orientation, there is no such thing as “normal” and that
understanding your sexual orientation could be a freeing feeling.
Coming out is the process that LGBTQ+ people may go through as they work to accept
their gender identity and/or sexual orientation and share it openly with other people.
It is an individual choice and it does not always happen the same way or is simply not
even an option for some. Coming out is a western concept that does not always benefit
every individual. For some, it is empowering, for others it may be unsafe to do at all, in any,
interpersonal relationships (at home, in school, at work, in one’s community, etc.). The
act of coming out is often simplified to be a singular moment in the life of an LGBTQ+
person, but many experience it as an ongoing process throughout their lifetime. It is a
personal decision how and when to come out as LGBTQ+ and a person should never feel
pressured to disclose, announce, or defend their sexual orientation.
If a friend tells you about their sexual orientation, it’s never okay to go and tell others
online or in-person without their consent. This is called “outing” someone, and it can be
harmful because it is not only violating their privacy and trust in you, but people who are
outed can feel that a very personal part of their identity was revealed on someone else’s
terms. This can be a very dangerous situation for LGBTQ+ people to be outed because
they might have to deal with homophobia, transphobia, marginilsation or discrimination
from their friends, family and community. It is a human right to feel comfortable and to be
accepted for who they are.
Questioning your sexual orientation is typical. Humans are very complex creatures and
understanding ourselves takes time. It’s common to feel confused or even curious about
your sexual orientation but no one should feel pressured to label themselves. If you are
struggling with defining your identity, remember that you don’t have to have a sexual
experience in order to know your sexual orientations. It is possible for people to still
not be sure about their sexual orientation even if they are having sexual experiences.
It’s possible to have sexual thoughts and crushes on someone of the same gender and
that doesn’t automatically label you a certain sexual orientation. It is also completely
common to not be attracted sexually to anyone!
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Educator Instructions
→ Pause and answer any questions students may have.
→ If you receive a question you are not sure how to answer. Say, “That’s a great
question. I don’t know. How about we look up some resources on that?”
→ Some frequently asked questions include:
FAQs
Q: Can you change sexual orientation?
A: One’s sexual attraction and desires may change throughout one’s life. For example,
some people who have identified as bisexual in the past identify as pansexual today
because new language helps them identify themselves more fully. However, it’s
important to recognise that one’s change in sexual orientation is one’s own decision,
not anyone else’s. Any effort that is made to try and change a person’s sexual
orientation (i.e., conversion therapy) is damaging and does not work.
Q: Is LGBTQ+ identity a product of colonisation/western influence?
A: LGBTQ+ people have existed throughout history in all countries in all communities
and continue to exist today.
Q: Why are some sexual orientations illegal?
A: Depending on the geographic location and the laws and politics of these areas,
there are some places where being gay, lesbian, or transgender is illegal. Many
LGBTQ+ people in the world live in fear or persecution. In at least 76 countries, there
are laws that criminilise individuals in same-sex relationships and five countries that
may carry to the death penalty. The laws against same-sex relationships is a violation
of basic human rights and only add to the discriminations and violence towards
LGBTQ+ people.
Q: What is homophobia and transphobia?
A: Homophobia is the irrational fear of and hatred towards lesbian, gay or bisexual
people. Transphobia is the irrational fear of and hatred towards transgender people.

Educator Instructions
→ Pause and ask
“How can we promote dignity and respect for the LGBTQ+ community in our
school?”
“What about in our community?”
“What would that look like and how would you implement it?”
Some people know their sexual orientation by a young age and others may take longer!
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Educator Instructions
To wrap up the lesson, review the homework.
Homework
Gender Unicorn from TSER
1. Students will complete the gender unicorn worksheet at home to write
their responses about their gender identity, gender expression, sex assigned
at birth, psychical attraction and emotional attraction.
2. Be mindful that this is not an activity that many feel comfortable completing
in a group setting. At home completion is preferred and reassuring students
that this will not be a shared activity after completion.
Analyse Positive Influences in the Media
1. Students choose a character from a show, book, or artist that represents
celebration of gender identity or sexual orientation and how representation
may influence attitudes, beliefs and expectations about sexual orientation
and sexual identity.
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5.
Sexual
Health
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5. Sexual Health
Overview
Outlines the functional knowledge and essentials skills students need to understand
STIs/STDs and HIV, including how they are prevented and transmitted, their signs
and symptoms, and testing and treatment; how pregnancy happens, decision-making
to avoid a pregnancy, and pregnancy prevention and options; and the personal and
societal factors that influence sexual health decision-making and outcomes.
Tips for teachers
→ Use body-first language to teach about human reproduction, pregnancy, and
parenting.
→ Use inclusive language when talking about “people who are pregnant” (i.e,
people with a uterus).
→ Recognise that not all people having partnered sex are at risk for pregnancy.
→ Consider the term “terminate” if the term “abort” may not be supported.
→ Use the term sexually transmitted infection (STI) rather than the more
harmful term sexually transmitted disease (STD).
→ Talk about STIs and HIV without sensationalization, shame, or stigma.
→ Do not use the term “catch” to mean transmit or infect or exposure when
talking about STIs.
Materials
→ Copies of the contraception worksheet to distribute to students
→ Pencils and pens
Learning Outcomes
→ Define abstinence, outercourse and sexual intercourse.
→ Explain the range of ways pregnancy can occur (e.g., IVF, surrogacy, artificial
insemination).
→ Describe pregnancy testing, signs of pregnancy and pregnancy options (e.g.,
parenting, abortion, and adoption).
→ List the major milestones of each trimester in a pregnancy and fetal
development.
→ Identify factors that impact the risk of unintended pregnancy and potential
transmission of STIs, including HIV, from a variety of sexual behaviours
(e.g.,vaginal, anal, oral, etc.).
→ Explain STIs (including HIV), how common they are, and how they are and are
not transmitted.
→ Identify and debunk myths about STIs and HIV.
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→ Describe the signs, symptoms, or lack thereof, and potential impacts of STIs
(including HIV).
→ Discuss current approaches to prevent STIs (e.g., hepatitis B vaccine, HPV
vaccine) and HIV (e.g., PrEP, PEP).
→ Explain why HIV can now be considered a chronic condition.
→ Explain the many methods of short-term and long-term contraception
→ List at least four methods of contraception that are available without
prescription (e.g., abstinence, condoms, emergency contraception,
withdrawal).
→ Describe the steps to using barrier methods correctly (e.g., external and
internal condoms, dental dams).

Introduction

5 MINUTES

Educator Instructions
→ Begin the lesson by saying:
Whether a person is sexually active or not, knowing your choices when it comes to
taking care of your sexual health is important. It’s what helps all people to grow into
individuals who are knowledgeable about our health, have pleasurable relationships,
and maybe even start a family one day. Sexual health is a huge part of our lives,
and understanding how sex works, our choices when it comes to having sex, the
consequences of having sex, and how we can best take care of our bodies is important.

Sexual Behaviour
Educator Instructions
2 MINUTES

→ Continue by saying: “Sexual behaviour is the state of being sexual, which can
be expressed in more ways than penetration.”
→ Say:
Sexual behaviour is the state of being sexual, which can be expressed in more ways
than penetration. The way people choose to express their sexual orientation through
their behaviours is up to them and what they and their partners find pleasurable. Sexual
behaviour ranges on a wide spectrum from solitary sexual behaviour like masturbation
to partnered sexual behaviour, such as engaging in oral sex, anal sex, vaginal sex and
even non-penetrative sex or outercourse like cuddling and mutual masturbation.
The good thing to remember is that everyone finds different things pleasurable, so there
is no need to worry about being “normal”.
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Abstinence, Sexual Intercourse &
Outercourse

5 MINUTES

Educator Instructions
→ Continue by saying: “Many people will choose not to have sex. Others may
have sex, but not sexual intercourse. Let’s discuss the different approaches to
having sex.”
→ Say:

Abstinence is the choice not to engage in all or some sexual behaviour, including

sex. It means different things to different people. For some, abstinence means not
engaging in all sexual behaviours. For others, it means not engaging in some sexual
behaviours like penetration. Some people choose to be abstinent for a period of their
lives. For example, they may choose to remain abstinent until marriage, while others
may choose to remain abstinent for longer or shorter periods of their life. A person can
choose to be abstinent even if they’ve had sex before. A person’s choice to remain
abstinent is always to be respected.
Educator Instructions
→ Continue by saying: “Abstinence is common. In general, people are not having
sex all of the time, we actually abstain from sex most of our lives!”
→ “Now we are going to discuss the difference between sexual intercourse and
outercourse.”
→ Say:

Sexual intercourse is any type of penetrative sex, including vaginal and anal sex.
Outercourse is any type of sexual activity that doesn’t include sexual intercourse.

Outercourse behaviour includes kissing, cuddling, dry humping, genital rubbing, oral
sex, or mutual masturbation. Some kinds of outercourse can still lead to a risk of STI
transmission when there is skin-to-skin contact of the genitals or genital region.

Pregnancy

15 MINUTES

Educator Instructions
→ Continue by saying: “Once a person begins to go through puberty, it’s
possible to get pregnant or get someone pregnant, which is why it’s
important to be familiar with different ways pregnancy happens,
pregnancy options, and ways to prevent pregnancy.”
→ Say:
Pregnancy happens when an egg and sperm join in a process called fertilisation.
For pregnancy to occur, a vulva owner is in the most fertile phase in their menstrual
cycle, ovulation.
During vaginal intercourse, the penis ejaculates semen that has sperm inside the
vagina. The sperm enters the cervix and some may reach an egg in the fallopian
tube where it must join with an egg. This is the point of fertilisation. The fertilised
egg then travels to the uterus and attaches itself to the uterine wall. Pregnancy can
also occur in other ways than vaginal intercourse and includes medical processes.
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Signs of pregnancy
There are a few signs of early pregnancy which may include, but aren’t limited to:
→ Missed period.
Note: a missed period can also be experienced when someone has just
started menstruating. It is not always a sign that someone is pregnant.
→ Morning sickness, which is nausea and vomiting that typically occurs
during the first trimester of the pregnancy.
Experiencing all or some of these symptoms doesn’t always mean a person is
pregnant. The best way to know whether or not a person is pregnant is through a
pregnancy test.
Pregnancy testing is when urine is tested for a certain hormone that is released
after the fertilised egg has implanted in the uterus. If this hormone is found, it is
likely that the person is pregnant. Pregnancy tests can be bought at a grocery
store, a discount store, a pharmacy, or by a healthcare professional.
Educator Instructions
→ Continue by saying: “If a person becomes pregnant, it’s important to know
all the options a person has.”
→ Say: “There are choices a person has when they become pregnant. The
three options for a person who is pregnant are…”
1. Parenting which is the choice to give birth and raise a child.
2. Abortion which is the choice of terimating or ending a pregnancy
through a medical procedure or medication. Depending on your location,
abortion may be legal or not.
3. Adoption which is the choice to give birth and placing a child with
another family permanently.
Educator Instructions
→ Continue by saying: “The choice a pregnant individual makes to either
parent, adopt, or terminate may be based on their values and economic
status including income and stability.”
→ Continue by saying: “If a person chooses to parent, there are major parts
of a pregnancy and fetal development.”
→ Say:
Human pregnancy lasts 38 weeks from the time of fertilisation. Pregnancy is divided
into three periods of three months, which we call trimesters.
First trimester (1-12 weeks): The beginning of the first trimester is considered the first
day of the person’s last period. One missed period is equal to 4 weeks of pregnancy.
During the first trimester, all the major organs and structures of the body begin to
form. Following week eight, the embryo is called a fetus. This is the time when many
pregnant people, if they are choosing to terminate, do so. There are two options to
terminate, many people may choose a medication abortion using pills which results in
bleeding similar to a heavy menstrual cycle. Others may choose an in-clinic abortion
where a medical provider uses tools to gently empty the uterus.
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Second trimester (13-28 weeks): The fetus grows at a fast pace and around week 19,
the pregnant person can feel the fetus move. Abortion may still be possible at this
time for some people especially if they discover their fetus is not developing with
the organs or brain activity needed to survive after birth.
Third trimester (29-38 weeks): The fetus continues to grow weight and the
movements become stronger until birth. Termination is rare at this time and may
often be considered if the fetus is in pain (doctors agree by week 32 fetal pain is
felt) or if the pregnant person may die if they give birth.
Educator Instructions
→ Continue by saying: “There are many different ways pregnancy can occur
that aren’t through vaginal intercourse.”
Many people who want to become parents can’t reproduce. Some reasons include
a person is having difficulty getting pregnant, does not have a sexual partner, or
has a partner of the same-sex. Those people may seek other ways to have a baby.
Some other methods to having a baby include:
When the sperm and the egg are joined
together in a laboratory and then it is inserted into the uterus.
Surrogacy: When a couple arranges with another person who has a uterus or
“surrogate” to carry a baby all nine months or “full term”. The surrogate becomes
pregnant through the use of IVF.
Artificial insemination: When semen is inserted in the vagina during
ovulation. Ovulation is the time of the month a uterus owner is most fertile and able
to make a baby.
In-vitro fertilisation (IVF):

Miscarriage

5 MINUTES

Educator Instructions
→ Say, “A miscarriage is the involuntary loss of pregnancy. The majority of
miscarriages occur during the first trimester although less often a
miscarriage may occur in the second trimester. Many find a miscarriage
to be an emotionally and physically challenging experience.”
→ Continue by saying:
Experiencing a miscarriage is never the fault of the pregnant person. It is usually
caused by random abnormalities in the chromosomes while the fetus is developing.
This can range from the fetus missing chromosomes or developing extra
chromosomes. It is the body’s natural way of ending a pregnancy where the fetus
couldn’t survive. A miscarriage does not typically mean that a person can not get
pregnant again in the future.
During a miscarriage, a person will typically experiences cramping, bleeding, and
discharge much like they would during a heavy period. The bleeding will lessen
over a couple of days. People must use menstrual products like high absorbent
pads on their underwear until bleeding stops.
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It’s advised that a person who miscarries seeks help from a medical professional
if they experience a high fever, cramping, or any severe pain or heavy bleeding
beyond the first few days after the first sign of a miscarriage began.

Abortion or Termination

1O MINUTES

*content warning: This is not to change your belief about abortion, it is to inform. Use it
as you need.
Educator Instructions
→ Say, “A person may not choose to terminate a pregnancy for many
reasons, and when one does choose to terminate, it is not an easy
decision to make. Most abortions occur within the first trimester of a
pregnancy.”
→ Continue by saying: “If a person chooses to terminate a pregnancy, they
have choices. Which include:”
Surgical in-clinic abortion: This same-day procedure is carried out at a medical
clinic or hospital. It is a surgical procedure that is performed on a patient
that removes the pregnancy from the uterus. Sometimes anaesthesia will be
administered but it is not always requested and/or necessary. Once the surgery has
been completed, usually in less than 10 minutes, the patient can go home. It is an
out-patient surgery.
Abortion pill: A pregnant person will be given 2 pills to take, usually within a day or
two days apart. The pills will stop the pregnancy from growing, cause the lining of
the uterus to thin, causing the termination of the pregnancy. The pregnant person
will bleed for a few days and the termination is completed.
For both types of abortion, the patient will typically experience some cramps much
like they would during a heavy period. The bleeding will lessen over a few days and
can last for 2 weeks. People must use menstrual products like high absorbent pads
on their underwear until bleeding stops.
Educator Instructions
→ Pause and answer any questions students may have.
→ If you receive a question you are not sure how to answer. Say, “That’s a
great question. I don’t know. How about we look up some credible
resources on that?”
→ Some frequently asked questions include:
FAQs
Q: When does life begin?
A: Some people believe life begins when an egg and sperm meet. Others
believe it is when there is implantation, others when the pregnancy is a
certain number of weeks, and others when the fetus can live outside the
pregnant person’s body, which many doctors agree is at 36 weeks.
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Q: Is abortion illegal?
A: Abortion is legal in almost every country of the world by request or for
some circumstances which range from risk to the pregnant person’s
life, risk to of the pregnant person’s health, fetal impairment, or rape.
Abortion is currently illegal in a handful of countries. Even in some places
where it is legal, there are many laws in place that make terminating a
pregnancy difficult to access for some.
Q: Is abortion safe?
A: Both surgical in-clinic and abortion pill proecedures are generally very
safe. The majority of people who have abortions do not experience any
issues during or following the procedure.
Q: Can you become pregnant after an abortion?
A: Yes, an individual who has an abortion can become pregnant again
following the procedure. An abortion typically restarts a person’s
menstrual cycle, meaning that a person will reach the stage of ovulation
soon after the procedure, even if they haven’t had their regular period yet.
Q: Why would people choose the abortion pill vs. a surgical in-clinic
abortion?
A: The abortion pill is available for up to 10 weeks of pregnancy while
a surgical in-clinic abortion is typically available up to 24 weeks of
pregnancy, depending on the location of the individual. Some individuals
prefer to choose one method over the other for personal reasons like if
they feel more comfortable at home than in a clinic.
Q: How do I help my friend who is having an abortion?
A: If a friend is choosing to have an abortion, you may ask if they would
like you to go with them to appointments or to be there to support them
before, during, or after the procedure.
Q: Is telling someone about another persons abortion a form of outing
someone?
A: Yes. Telling others about a person’s choice to have an abortion without
their consent may put the individual in unsafe or dangerous situations
within their interpersonal relationships. If a person discloses to you
that they are choosing to or have chose to have an abortion, this must be
kept confidential.
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STIs and HIV

35 MINUTES

Educator Instructions
→ Begin the lesson by saying, “The risk of a potential transmission of
Sexually Transmitted Infections, including HIV, from a variety of sexual
behaviours is common but there are always ways we can practise safer
sexual behaviours to reduce that risk.”
→ Say:
A sexually transmitted infection (STI) is an infection that is transmitted from sexual
contact with a person who has tested positive for an STI or has an STI during
vaginal, anal, and oral sex. STIs are very common. You can only transmit or be
exposed to an STI by engaging in sexual behaviour with someone who is positive
with that STI. This includes if they don’t know their STI status, meaning they don’t
know they are positive. However, most STIs are curable, some like herpes and
human immunodeficiency virus (HIV), aren’t curable, but are treatable, and all are
preventable.
How are STIs transmitted
Not all STIs are transmitted through sexual intercourse but can be passed through
skin-to-skin contact. Some STIs may be passed during pregnancy, childbirth, or
breastfeeding from the pregnant person to the baby.
How are STIs not transmitted
STIs are not transmitted through casual contact like hugging or holding hands.
Some ways of reducing the risk of STI transmission include:
- Remaining abstinent.
- Communicating with sexual partners about ways of being intimate without the risk
of STI transmission such as outercourse.
- Getting tested for STIs by a healthcare provider. This is the only way to know your
STI and HIV status.
- If you test positive for an STI, speak with your healthcare provider about
treatment.
- Practising safer sex by using barrier method contraceptives during anal, vaginal
and oral sex.
- Obtaining a vaccination for human papilloma virus (HPV) and hepatitis B.
There are two types of infections when it comes to STIs:
1. Bacterial: A bacterial infection is caused by a bacterial organism, and the
active infection can be cured through the use of antibiotics.
2. Viral: A viral infection is caused by a virus and cannot be cured. Although
the virus will remain in the body for life, symptoms may not always be
present. Some examples of symptoms of common viruses include a
cough or stuffy nose.
Educator Instructions
→ Continue by saying: “Much of the stigma and myths surrounding STIs and
HIV come from false information.”
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Some of these myths include:
1. Having an STI is dirty, embarrassing or shameful
Having an STI is nothing to be ashamed of. Many people get them and there
are a lot of medications out there that help treat and oftentimes cure them.
2. A person who is STI-positive has sex with a lot of people
STIs are common. It’s possible to transmit an STI if it’s someone’s first time
having sex or through other sexual touching. Some people are born with their
STI.
3. You can tell by looking at someone if they have an STI
STIs, including HIV, do not always show symptoms. The only way to truly
know if a person who is sexually active has an STI is through being tested by
a doctor on a regular basis.
4. You can transmit HIV from being touched by an HIV-positive person
HIV is not transmitted through non-sexual contact like hugging or sharing a
bathroom.
5. You can only get HIV through sex
It can also be transmitted through sharing syringes (needles), through blood
transfusions with infected blood that has not been tested, or from an
HIV-positive pregnant person who is not treated, transmitted it to the baby
during pregnancy or during breastfeeding.
6. STIs will go away on their own
It is always necessary to check in with medical professionals. There are
medications, vaccines, and protections available that when used properly can
lower the risk of transmission of STIs, including HIV.
Educator Instructions
→ Pause and ask:
“What other myths have you heard about STIs?”
“What are some resources where we can find reliable information about STIs
online?
“What about in our community?”
“What additional questions do you have about STIs?”
→ Pause and answer any questions students may have.
→ If you receive a question you are not sure how to answer. Say, “That’s a great
question. I don’t know. How about we look up some resources on that?”
→ Some frequently asked questions include:
FAQs
Q: Can I transmit an STI from kissing?
A: There are two types of herpes virus, HSV-1 (oral herpes) which typically
gives symptoms of cold sores and HSV-2 (gential herpes) which give
symptoms of blisters or sores on or around the genitals. Most STIs are
transmitted through sexual behaviour but it is possible to get the Herpes
virus from having mouth-to-genital or mouth-to-mouth contact with a
person who has an active cold sore.
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Q: Is it possible to have more than one STI at a time?
A: Yes, it is possible. If a person has a sore or an outbreak from an STI, it
also increases the risk of transmission of HIV and other STIs since the
virus can more easily enter the body.
Q: Is it possible to get the same STI again?
A: Yes, it is possible to get a bacterial infection again even if you’ve been
treated for it before.

Educator Instructions
→ Continue by saying: “The most common sign or symptom of an STI is no
symptom at all. This is why testing for STIs regularly when engaging in sexual
behaviour is important. Let’s discuss the following STIs, their symptoms,
treatment, vaccinations, and the potential impacts.”
→ Begin by giving the name of the STI and read through the information.
→ Pause after each and ask if there are any questions.
STIs and HIV

Chlamydia

Gonorrhea

12-15

Information
What are the symptoms?
The majority of people who test positive for chlamydia do not
experience symptoms. If so, vulva owners may experience
abnormal vaginal discharge that is pus-like and yellow in colour
and/or a burning sensation when peeing. Penis owners may
experience white or mucus-like penile discharge and burning
sensations when peeing.
Is it curable? Yes, through antibacterial medication.
Is there a vaccine? No.
Are there potential impacts?
If left untreated, it may cause pelvic inflammatory disease in
vulva owners, which may cause infertility.
What are the symptoms?
The majority of people who test positive for gonorrhea do not
experience symptoms. If so, vulva owners may experience
abnormal vaginal discharge of a thick green or yellow burning
sensation when peeing. Penis owners may experience penile
discharge of a white, yellow or green colour and burning
sensations when peeing.
Is it curable?
Yes.
Is there a vaccine?
No.
Are there potential impacts?
If left untreated, it may cause pelvic inflammatory disease in
vulva owners, which may cause infertility.
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Hepatitis B

Herpes (HSV-2)

What are the symptoms?
Some people may experience flu-like symptoms, jaundice which
can cause the yellowing of the eyes and skin, and dark coloured
urine.
Is it curable?
Although there is no medication that cures Hepatitis B, many
people’s immune systems may fight the infection off naturally
over time.
Is there a vaccine?
Yes. The hepatitis B vaccine is effective to protect against
transmission of the infection.
Are there potential impacts?
Sometimes it can cause chronic liver illness.
What are the symptoms?
Painful recurring sores on the genitals or surrounding areas.
Is it curable?
No, but symptoms are treatable through antiviral medications
which can help reduce the intensity and frequency of symptoms.
Is there a vaccine? No.
Are there potential impacts?
There may be discomfort, scarring, and bleeding at the site of an
open sore. It also may cause embarrassment or shame as one of
the most stigmatised STIs.
What are the symptoms?
HIV often does not show symptoms, but can cause flu-like
symptoms after 2-4 weeks after exposure.
Is it curable?
No, but it is treatable through the use of antiviral medication
which can lower or stop the virus from transmitting to others
during sex.
Is there a vaccine?
No, but there is PrEP and PEP which are medications used to
reduce the risk of transmission of HIV exponentially.

HIV (human
immunodeficiency PrEP is an extremely effective daily or on-demand pill that
virus)
may be taken by HIV-negative people to reduce the risk of
transmission of HIV.

PEP is a short-term treatment for people who’ve already been
exposed to HIV (i.e., rape, pricked with a needle, etc.) within the
past 72 hours. PEP helps prevent someone from HIV infection
by stopping the virus from establishing itself in the body. PEP is
a very harsh treatment in that it will lead to sickness while taking
the medication to ensure the immune system is fighting any
forgein items. Experiencing headaches, nausea, diarrhoea and
vomiting are very common side-effects while taking PEP.
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Human
papillomavirus
(HPV)

Syphilis

Trichomoniasis
(Trich)
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Are there potential impacts?
If left untreated, HIV can lead to Acquired Immune Deficiency
Syndrome (AIDS), which can cause various infections and other
life-threatening illnesses.
What are the symptoms?
HPV often does not show symptoms. Some types of HPV
can cause genital warts and genital cancers. Most common is
cervical cancer.
Is it curable?
No, but symptoms can be controlled through treatment and
some types of HPV can be fought off by the immune system
over time.
Is there a vaccine?
Yes. The HPV vaccine is available to protect against the different
types of HPV that can cause gential warts and cancer. It is
recommended that people receive the vaccine before they
become sexually active. Vaccines are available for all genders
and beginning in early adolescence.
Are there potential impacts?
There are some types of HPV that can cause different types of
cancers, including cervical cancer in vulva owners and penile
cancer in penis owners.
What are the symptoms?
There are three stages to syphilis infection. In the first stage of
syphilis, there can be painless sores on the genitals, anus, or
mouth. In the second stage, rashes may show up and flu-like
symptoms may occur. In the third stage of syphilis symptoms
may start to go away but cause more serious issues to internal
organs and the brain.
Is it curable?
Yes, it is easy to cure if treated early.
Is there a vaccine? No.
Are there potential impacts?
If left untreated, the third stage syphilis can cause issues to the
nervous system, including the brain and may even cause death.
What are the symptoms?
The majority of people who test positive for trich don’t have
symptoms, very mild symptoms that can cause itching,
discomfort for vulva owners and discharge and painful urination
for penis and vulva owners. Symptoms can come and go, the
body needs help to fight it.
Is it curable?
Yes, through the use of antibiotics.
Is there a vaccine? No.
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Yeast Infections

Urinary Tract
Infections (UTIs)
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Are there potential impacts?
Trich is most likely to cause vaginitis in vulva owners which may
cause irritation or inflammation of the vulva, and may cause
abnormal vaginal discharge.
What are the symptoms?
Vulva owners may experience abnormal vaginal discharge
that may be watery or thick in texture and white coloured and/
or experiencing a burning sensation when peeing or overall
discomfort, swelling or redness of the vulva. Penis owners may
experience white penile discharge and/or experiencing itching
and burning sensations on the penis.
Is it curable?
Yes. It can be treated through the use of antifungal medication.
Is there a vaccine? No
Are there potential impacts?
If left untreated, the infection will continue to spread causing a
skin infection and possible openings in the skin and increased
feelings of discomfort.
Is it preventable?
There are steps that can be taken to help lower the risk of
getting a yeast infection which includes:
• Using scent-free products when cleaning your vulva.
• Not douching or cleaning the vaginal opening.
• For vulva owners, wiping from front-to-back after defecating
and/or urinating.
• Wearing breathable underwear that don’t hold heat or
moistures (e.g., of cotton material).
• Changing out of damp or wet clothes.
• Changing liners on underwear every 6-8 hours as needed.
What are the symptoms?
Symptoms of a UTI may include burning sensation when
urinating, an increased urge to urinate more frequently, fever,
lower stomach pains, lower back pains, cloudy coloured urine or
blood in urine for both penis and vulva owners.
Is it curable? Yes. A UTI may go away with medication.
Is there a vaccine? No.
Are there potential impacts?
If left untreated, it may cause permanent damage to the kidneys.
Is it preventable?
There are steps that can be taken to help lower the risk of
getting a UTI which includes:
• Urinating frequently, especially after sexual intercourse.
• Drinking fluids and water frequently every day.
• For vulva owners, wiping from front-to-back after defecating
and/or urinating.
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Crabs/Pubic Lice

What are the symptoms?
For both penis and vulva owners, symptoms may include intense
itching of the pubic hair surrounding the genitals, sometimes
in thin hair like the eyebrows or eyelashes, presence of very tiny
tan or white coloured bugs, and oval yellow or white coloured
eggs (nits) that attach themselves to the pubic hair. Sometimes
a person may experience fevers.
Is it curable?
Yes. Through the use of gels and shampoos that effectively kill
the crabs/pubic lice. Medication is also available for those that
have more intense cases if the shampoos aren’t effective.
Is there a vaccine?
No.
Are there potential impacts?
If left untreated, the crabs/pubic lice will continue to multiply and
increase feelings of itching and physical and mental discomfort.

Educator Instructions
→ Continue by saying: “Over the past few decades there have been medical
breakthroughs in HIV prevention and treatment which is why HIV is now
considered a chronic condition and not a life-threatening virus. People who
are HIV-positive are considered people living with a disability.”
→ Say:
HIV is now considered a chronic condition and not a life-threatening virus due to the
medical breakthroughs in the treatment of the virus using antiviral medication and the
preventative methods of PrEP and PEP.
PrEP is pre-exposure prophylaxis, which means treatment given to prevent a disease
before being exposed to it. PrEP is an extremely effective daily pill that may be taken by
HIV-negative people to reduce the risk of transmission of HIV. PrEP reduces the risk of
acquired HIV from sex by about 99% when taken as prescribed (CDC). If used along
with barrier contraceptives, this reduces the risk of transmission even more.
PEP is post-exposure prophylaxis, which means treatment given to prevent a disease
after being exposed to it. PEP is a short-term treatment for people who’ve already
been exposed to HIV within the past 72 hours. PEP helps prevent someone from HIV
infection by stopping the virus from establishing itself in the body. It is also often part of
a rape kit procedure at a hospital for victims of sexual assualt.
PrEP and PEP are recommended for HIV-negative people who are considered to be
part of a key population who are particularly vulnerable to HIV. Which include people
who:
1. Are sexually active with an HIV-positive partner.
2. Have anal or vaginal sex with partners who have been diagnosed with a
sexually transmitted infection (STI) within the past six months. If a person
has a sore or an outbreak from an STI, it increases the risk of transmission of
HIV since the virus can more easily enter the body.
12-15
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3. Don’t or didn’t use protective barriers such as condoms and have one or
more sexual partners whose HIV status is unknown.
4. Share needles and syringes.
Educator Instructions
→ Pause and answer any questions students may have.
→ If you receive a question you are not sure how to answer. Say, “That’s a great
question. I don’t know. How about we look up some resources on that?”
→ Some frequently asked questions include:
FAQs
Q: Can you tell by looking at someone if they have HIV?
A: STIs, including HIV, do not always show symptoms. The only way to
truly know if a person who is sexually active has an STI is through being
tested by a doctor on a regular basis.
Q: Can HIV be transmitted from being touched by an HIV-positive
person?
A: HIV is not transmitted through non-sexual contact like hugging or
sharing a bathroom.
Q: Can you only get HIV through sex?
A: It can also be transmitted through sharing syringes (needles), through
blood transfusions with infected blood that has not been tested, or from
an HIV-positive pregnant person who is not treated, transmitted it to the
baby during pregnancy or during breastfeeding.

Contraception

35 MINUTES

Educator Instructions
→ Continue by saying: “There is no such thing as safe sex but we can always
practise safer sexual behaviours. When engaging in sexual behaviour,
there are consequences to be aware of (e.g., pregnancy, the potential
transmission of STIs including HIV, pleasure, intimacy, etc.). STI
transmission is a risk during vaginal, anal and oral sex and any sexual
behaviour that includes skin-to-skin contact. Reduce the risk of STI
transmission and/or pregnancy by communicating before having sex,
getting tested regularly, using contraceptives during any type of sexual
behaviour.”
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Activity
Contraception Worksheet
1. Distribute copies of the Contraception Worksheet to students.
2. As the educator introduces the hormonal, non-hormonal, sterilisation, and barrier
method contraception options to students, students will fill out the worksheet
Educator Instructions
→ Continue by saying: “Some short-term contraception options include
hormonal contraception. Hormonal methods of contraception are those that
contain either the hormones estrogen and progestin together or progestin only.”
→ Say, “Some examples of hormonal contraceptives include…”
Hormonal contraception

Birth control pills

How does it work?
The birth control pill works by thinning the
uterine lining, thickening cervical mucus,
and limiting ovulation to a particular time the
person is aware of as they menstruate. It tries
to stop fertilisation.
How effective against pregnancy is it?
91% effective when used consistently and
correctly.
How long does it last?
Packs usually last for one month.
Does it protect against STIs/HIV?: No.
Are there any side effects?
Birth control pills may cause sore chest
tissues, headaches, nausea, and vaginal
bleeding or spotting between periods,
otherwise known as breakthrough bleeding.

Hormonal injection

20 MINUTES

How does it work?
An injection is given every one to three
months, which contains the hormone
progesterone that prevents ovulation and
thickens cervical mucus.
How effective against pregnancy is it?
94% effective.
How long does it last?
One to three months depending on the injection.
Does it protect against STIs/HIV?: No.
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Are there any side effects?
The hormonal injection may cause changes
in period that may include no bleeding or
breakthrough bleeding.

Vaginal ring

How does it work?
A thin, flexible ring that is inserted into
the vagina by the vulva owner or medical
provider. The ring slowly releases hormones
which stops ovulation and thickens the
cervical mucus and stops the sperm from
joining with an egg.
How effective against pregnancy is it?
91% effective.
How long does it last?
The ring must be replaced each month..
Does it protect against STIs/HIV?: No.

Hormonal patch

Are there any side effects?
The vaginal ring may cause nausea,
headaches, sore chest tissues, changes in
menstrual cycle, spotting or breakthrough
bleeding, increased vaginal wetness.
How does it work?
A small adhesive patch that is applied to the
skin that slowly releases hormones which
stops ovulation and thickens the cervical
mucus and stops the sperm from joining with
an egg.
Note: At this time, the hormonal patch is
available in one colour that is primarily for
lighter skin tones. The lack of availability of
People of Colour centered options makes the
hormonal patch stand out on people of colour
more than it would on a white user of the
hormonal patch. This is yet another example
of the effects of white supremacy in sexual
and reproductive health, where white and
lighter skin colour is seen as the “norm”.
How effective against pregnancy is it?
91% effective when used consistently and
correctly.
How long does it last?
The patch must be replaced weekly.
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Does it protect against STIs/HIV?: No.
Are there any side effects?
The hormonal patch may cause skin irritation
around the area the patch is located, nausea,
headaches, sore chest tissues, spotting or
breakthrough bleeding.

Birth control implant

The intrauterine device (IUD)

How does it work?
Tiny soft rod implants are inserted into the
uterus. IUDs work by shifting the way sperm
travels to the egg which prevents pregnancy.
How effective against pregnancy is it?
99% effective.
How long does it last?
Depending on the type of IUD, it can last from
3 to 12 years. It requires a medical provider to
remove.
Does it protect against STIs/HIV?: No.
Are there any side effects?
The IUD may cause pain which includes
back pain and cramping after being inserted,
changes in menstrual cycle, and spotting or
breakthrough bleeding. Some IUDs have
hormones that pause menstrual bleeding.
How does it work?
The birth control implant is a tiny, thin rod
about the size of a matchstick. A doctor
inserts the implant under the skin of your
upper arm. It releases the hormone progestin
to stop you from getting pregnant.
How effective against pregnancy is it?
99% effective.
How long does it last?
Lasts up to 5 years. Requires medical provider
to remove.
Does it protect against STIs/HIV?: No.
Are there any side effects?
Following insertion, the birth control implant
may cause spotting or breakthrough bleeding
and changes in the menstrual cycle.
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Educator Instructions
→ Continue by saying: “Some short-term non-hormonal contraception which
are methods of contraception that do not contain or affect a person’s
hormones. Methods containing spermicide typically have very little to no side
effects on the user unless they or their partner have an allergy or experience
irritation to spermicide.”
→ Say, “Some non-hormonal contraception options include…”

Diaphragm

Non-hormonal contraception
How does it work?
A shallow rubber cup that is filled with
spermicide and inserted into the vaginal
opening. The diaphragm covers the cervix
and prevents sperm from entering and the
spermicide kills the sperm
How effective against pregnancy is it?
88% effective when used consistently and
correctly.
How long does it last?
Must be replaced after each use.

Cervical cap

Does it protect against STIs/HIV?: No.
How does it work?
A thin latex cup that is filled with spermicide
and inserted into the vagina, and held in
place by suction. The cap covers the cervix
and prevents sperm from entering and the
spermicide kills the sperm.
How effective against pregnancy is it?
71-86% when used consistently and correctly.
How long does it last?
Must be replaced after each use.
Does it protect against STIs/HIV?: No.
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Sponge

How does it work?
The sponge is a small, round sponge made
from soft, squishy plastic that contains
spermicide. The sponge is placed deep inside
the vagina. The spermicide kills active sperm
and prevents it from reaching the cervix.
How effective against pregnancy is it?
76-88% effective when used consistently and
correctly.
How long does it last?
Must be replaced after each use.

Contraceptive suppositories

Does it protect against STIs/HIV?: No.
How does it work?
A small solid form of spermicide that is
inserted into the vagina as close to the
cervix as possible ten minutes before sexual
intercourse. Once inserted, it will dissolve into
a foamy substance to block and kill sperm.
How effective against pregnancy is it?
70-80% effective when used consistently and
correctly.
How long does it last?
Must be reinserted after each use.

Contraceptive film

Does it protect against STIs/HIV?: No.
How does it work?
A thin sheet of film much like the texture of
wax paper that is folded up and inserted into
the vagina as close to the cervix as possible.
The film will melt into a gel to block and kill
sperm.
How effective against pregnancy is it?
70-80% effective when used consistently and
correctly.
How long does it last?
Must be reinserted after each use.
Does it protect against STIs/HIV?: No.
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Non-hormonal or copper intrauterine device (IUD)

How does it work?
Tiny rod implants made of plastic and
wrapped with copper that are inserted into
the uterus. A non-hormonal IUD works by
shifting the way sperm travels to the egg
which prevents pregnancy.
Note: It can also be used as a form of
emergency contraception if inserted within
120 hours after having unprotected sex or a
contraceptive failure. It is more than 99.9%
effective against pregnancy when used as an
emergency contraception.
How effective against pregnancy is it?
99% effective
How long does it last?
Up to 12 years. It requires a medical provider to
remove.
Does it protect against STIs/HIV?: No.
Are there any side effects?
The IUD may cause pain which includes back
pain and cramping for a few days after being
inserted, changes in menstrual cycle, and
spotting or breakthrough bleeding.
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Educator Instructions
→ Continue by saying: “Some long-term contraception options include
sterilisation methods of contraception which are surgical procedures that
permanently prevent pregnancy”
→ Say, “Sterilisation methods of contraception include…”

Tubal ligation

Sterilisation methods of contraception
How does it work?
A surgical procedure that permanently cuts,
closes, or removes parts of the fallopian tubes.
The fallopian tubes play a role in transporting
the eggs to the ovaries and tubal ligation
blocks this process from happening.
How effective against pregnancy is it?
99% effective
How long does it last?
It is permanent.

Vasectomy

Does it protect against STIs/HIV?: No.
How does it work?
A quick and simple surgical procedure that
cuts and closes the vas deferens tubes which
keeps sperm out of the semen produced by
the penis owner
How effective against pregnancy is it?
99% effective
How long does it last?
Ideally these last the person’s lifetime. There are
some times when it can be reversed.

Hysterectomy

Does it protect against STIs/HIV?: No.
How does it work?
A surgical procedure done to remove
a uterus, fallopian tubes, ovaries, and
cervix. Once removed, the person will stop
menstruating.
How effective against pregnancy is it?
100% effective
How long does it last?
It is permanent.
Does it protect against STIs/HIV?: No.
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Educator Instructions
→ Continue by saying: “Barrier method contraceptives act as a barrier
between another person for skin-to-skin contact during sexual behaviour.
They are the only type of contraceptives that offer protection against STI
transmission.”
→ Say, “Barrier methods of contraception options include…”
Barrier methods

External Condom

How does it work?
A thin pouch made out of latex that is rolled
over an erect penis during or before sexual
activity begins. It prevents semen and/or
vaginal fluid transmission.
How effective against pregnancy is it?
85% - 90% effective when used properly and
consistently. When used in combination with
other contraceptives, it is the most effective
way of avoiding pregnancy in vulva owners
during penis in vagina (PIV) sex.
How long does it last?
Must be replaced after each use.
Does it protect against STIs/HIV?: Yes.
Using an external condom each time a
person has vaginal, anal or oral sex reduces
the possibility of transmission of STIs/HIV.
Lambskin condoms do not protect against
STIs. Only latex and polyurethane condoms do.
Are there any side effects?
Potentially lowered levels of sensation. Some
may experience skin irritation or allergic
reactions to certain materials of external
condoms.
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How does it work?
A lubricated latex pouch with two rings at
each end. One of the rings is inside the pouch.
That inside ring is inserted into the vagina
and is held against the cervix by the pelvic
bone. The outer ring remains outside the
vagina. It can be inserted hours before sexual
activity begins.

Internal condom

How effective against pregnancy is it?
79% - 85% effective when used properly and
consistently. When used in combination with
other contraceptives, it is the most effective
way of avoiding pregnancy in vulva owners
during penis in vagina (PIV) sex.
How long does it last?
Must be replaced after each use and must be
removed by twisting the outer ring to close and
gently pull out so no semen is spilled.
Does it protect against STIs/HIV?:
Yes. Using an internal condom each time a
person has vaginal or anal sex reduces the
possibility of transmission of STIs/HIV.
Are there any side effects?
Potentially lowered levels of sensation. Some
may experience skin irritation or allergic
reactions to certain materials of internal
condoms.

Educator Instructions
→ Continue by saying: “There are many different kinds of contraceptives
that are available but many require a prescription. The types of
contraceptives that have greater access and availability without
a prescription include abstinence, condoms, emergency contraception
and withdrawal. Let’s discuss how these work.”

12-15
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Other methods of contraception

Abstinence

How does it work?
Typically a person who is abstinent is
someone who chooses not to have any or
some type of sexual activity. Abstinence
means different things to different people.
Some choose to abstain from vaginal sex but
other sexual acitivities are allowed.
How effective against pregnancy is it?
100% effective if abstaining from vaginal sex.
How long does it last?
The amount of time a person chooses to
remain abstinent.
Does it protect against STIs/HIV?:
Yes, if there is no skin-to-skin contact of the
genitals or genital region.

Emergency contraception
“The morning after pill”

Are there any side effects?
Some people who choose abstinence
may experience feelings of peer pressure,
confidence, and security in their relationship
with themself and others.
How does it work?
A pill that prevents pregnancy when taken
up to three days after having unprotected
sex. It can also be used after an experience of
contraceptive failure, like if a condom breaks
during vaginal intercourse or a person forgets
to take their birth control pill. Morning after
pills work by temporarily stopping a person’s
ovary from releasing an egg, thins uterine
lining, and thickens cervical mucus.
How effective against pregnancy is it?
The earlier it is taken after unprotective sex,
the better chance it has at being effective.
The morning after pill is 95% effective within
24 hours, 85% within 24-48 hours and 58%
if taken from 48–72 hours after unprotective
sex or condom misuse.
How long does it last?
It does not replace future contraceptive use.
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Withdrawal
“Pull out method”

Are there any side effects?
The morning after pill may cause fatigue,
nausea, vomiting, headache, chest tissue
soreness, and changes in menstrual cycle.

Educator Instructions
→ Say, “Withdrawal, often referred to as “the pull out method” is a high-risk
contraceptive method for pregnancy and STI and HIV transmission, especially
when not used in combination with an internal or external condom.
Withdrawal is the action of pulling out the penis before ejaculation.
Ejaculating outside the vagina prevents pregnancy, but even the smallest
amount of semen from ejaculation or pre-ejaculation may cause pregnancy.”
→ Continue by saying: “This is not a reliable contraceptive method.”
→ Ask:
“Why should we not rely on this method?”
“What are the risks involved here for pregnancy?”
“What about the risk of STI transmission?”
“What if the withdrawal method is combined with the use of a barrier method
contraceptive like an external condom or internal condom?”
“How effective is a combined method?”

15 MINUTES

How to use Barrier Method Contraceptives
Educator Instructions
→ Begin the lesson by saying: “Condoms can be put on anything used for
penetration. Learning how to use a barrier method correctly is an important
part of your sexuality. Here is a step-by-step method as to how to use barrier
methods. This takes practise and not just this lesson.”
→ Display the step-by-step image guides below to class when discussing
each barrier method contraceptive.
1. External Condoms
Pre-steps: When using an external condom, knowing what type of material is body safe
for all partners is important. Do you or a partner have a latex allergy? Is the external
condom in a good condition? Has it been stored in a material-safe environment (cool,
dry space) or has it been stored in an unsafe environment (wet, hot space)?
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1

2

Check the
expiration date,
the packaging, and
make sure there are
no holes or tears.

Carefully open
and remove the
external condom
from the package
to prevent tearing.

3
Check that the
condom is ready to
roll down the right
way. The condom’s rim
should appear on the
outside so it can be
unrolled easily.

4
Place the condom
on the head of the
erect, hard penis.
If intact, you may
need to pull back
the foreskin first.

5

6

Pinch air
out of the
tip of the
condom.

Unroll the
condom all
the way down
the penis.

7

8

Before pulling out the penis
after ejaculation, hold
the condom at the base
of the penis. Then pull out
the penis, while holding the
condom in place.

Carefully remove the
condom, tie it in a
knot so semen does
not come out and
throw it in the trash.
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2. Internal Condoms
Pre-steps: When using an internal condom, knowing what type of material is body
safe for all partners is important. Is the internal condom in a good condition? Has it
been stored in a material-safe environment (cool, dry space) or has it been stored in an
unsafe environment (wet, hot space)?

1

2

Check the
expiration date, and
that the packaging
is in good condition
and make sure
there are no holes
or tears.

Carefully open and
remove the internal
condom from the
package to prevent
tearing. Internal
condoms are
extremely lubricated
and may be harder
to hold and keep
a grip of than an
external condom.

12-15
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4

The thick, inner ring
with a closed end
is used for placing
in the vagina or
anus and holds the
condom in place.
The thin, outer ring
remains outside of
the body, covering
the vaginal opening
or opening of the
rectum.

Find a comfortable
position. While
holding the outside
of the condom at the
closed end, squeeze
sides of the inner ring
together with your
thumb and forefinger
and insert into vagina
or anus. It is similar to
inserting a tampon or
a menstrual cup.
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5

6

Using your finger,
push the inner ring
as far up as it will go
until it rests against
the cervix or push
as far up into the
rectum as far up
as you can. The
condom will expand
naturally and you
may not feel it.

Be sure the
condom is not
twisted by inserting
your fingers inside
the vagina or anus
to feel that it is in
place.

7
Check that the thin,
outer ring is located
outside the vaginal
opening or anus.

8
Guide partner’s
penis or adult toy
into opening of the
internal condom.
Stop intercourse
if you feel penis
or adult toy slip
between the
condom and the
walls of vagina or
anus or if the outer
ring is pushed into
vagina or anus.
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10

To remove, gently
twist the outer
ring and pull the
internal condom
out of vagina or
anus.

Throw away
internal condoms
in the trash after
using it one time.
Do not reuse.
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Educator Instructions
→ Complete the instructions by saying, “You may notice that an external
condom is extremely lubricated and not always easy to hold and keep a
grip of if using it for the first time. This can make it a challenge early on,
but continue to try it out if it is a method that is of interest to you.”
Dental Dams

A dental dam is a thin, flexible piece of latex that protects against direct mouth-togenital or mouth-to-anus contact during oral sex which reduces STI transmission. It
is placed directly onto the anus or vaginal opening before oral sex. Using a waterbased lubricant between the dental dam and the skin can help keep the dental dam
in place and keep it from slipping. Dental dams are not easily found but they can
easily be made out of external condoms.
•

How to make a dental dam using an external condom

1

2

Open the condom
package and unroll
the external condom.

Snip the tip and
the rolled end of
the condom.

3
Cut along one side
of the condom.

4
Roll out the latex
sheet and use it in
place of an official
dental dam.

STIs are common. Using a barrier every time you engage in sexual skin-to-skin
contact is the best way to reduce the risk of transmitting an STI!
Educator Instructions
→ Finish up the lesson to discuss as a class where students can go to
receive more information about contraception, including barrier methods, and
where to find them in their community (e.g., pharmacies, supermarkets, healthcare
facilities, clinics, etc.).
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6.
Consent &
Respectful
Relationships
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6. Consent & Respectful Relationships
Overview
Outlines the functional knowledge and essential skills students need to successfully
navigate changing relationships among family, peers, and partners. Special emphasis
is given to personal boundaries, bodily autonomy, sexual agency and consent, and the
increasing use and impact of technology within relationships.
Tips for teachers
→ Explain that consent is the correct, respectful, and expected approach to
sexual contact.
→ Refrain from using the term “non-consensual”, which implies that consent is
not fundamental to touch, including sexual contact
Learning Outcomes
→ Compare and contrast the characteristics of respectful and disrespectful
relationships.
→ Explain the relationship between consent, personal boundaries, and bodily
autonomy.
→ Analyse the similarities and differences between friendships, romantic
relationships, and sexual relationships.
→ Define consent, sexual consent, and sexual agency.

Introduction

5 MINUTES

Interpersonal relationships means all the relationships a person can have - think of
it like a spider’s web, connecting all the relationships you have at home, in school, and
outside of school too. Having a relationship doesn’t mean having a romantic partner
or sexual partner, but being a friend, a family member, a teammate, a student, or a
member of the community. Everyone has the basic human right to have relationships
that are respectful of personal boundaries, emphasise the use of consent, and the self
determination of whether a person wishes to continue being in those relationships or not.

Educator Instructions
→ Pause and ask, “What are some of the interpersonal relationships you
have?” (e.g., my parents, my boyfriend/girlfriend/partner, my coach, my
teachers, etc.”).
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Consent

15 MINUTES

Educator Instructions
→ Continue the lesson by saying:
Consent is an important practice in making sure you and others feel safe, respected,
and comfortable. Consent must be used with every single person in your life no matter
if it’s your best friend, a stranger or an adult you know.
Consent is when permission is asked for and received by another person to do something.
Everyone is different and we all don’t like the same things, especially when it comes to
our bodies. Not everyone enjoys being touched, especially without permission! Some
people love receiving hugs and holding hands and others don’t. You must always
receive consent if you want to touch someone.
So how do you know you’ve received consent? You ask for it!
Educator Instructions
→ Pause and answer the following questions as a class on the board:
What does it mean to give consent?
answers may include:
To give permission!
To say “Yes” or “No”
To be allowed to do something!
When do we need to ask for consent?
answers may include:
Giving hugs
Borrowing things
Holding hands
Kissing
Sharing secrets
What does consent sound like?
answers may include:
“Yes, I would like that!”
“Of course!”
“Yes, thank you for asking!”
“Okay, sure!”
What to say when you don’t want to give consent?
answers may include:
“No, thank you!”
“Maybe another time.”
“I don’t feel comfortable.”
“I wouldn’t like that.”
“No way!
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What if….
questions may include:
“You really want to kiss your crush?”
“You are in the middle of a hug and the person changes their mind?”
“The other person says no but they are smiling?”
“The other person was okay with you hugging them yesterday but not now?”
“You are sent nudes. Do you screenshot it and/or share it with others?”
Educator Instructions
→ Pause here to discuss with the class what hearing a “no” feels like and what
happens after you receive a “no”. Make a point to tell your students that “no” is
important to consent and respect.

10 MINUTES

Bodily Autonomy & Personal Boundaries
Educator Instructions
→ Continue the lesson by saying, “Respecting someone’s decision about their
own body is important and should be used in all relationships. Every person
has the right to decide what happens to their own body.”
Bodily autonomy is knowing that your body belongs to you and you only. No one else
gets to decide what to do with your body. Not your friends, strangers and not even
adults that you know. You are in control of your feelings and have the right to say no
to someone else touching you.
Personal boundaries are about understanding and respecting our own needs. Some
boundaries may seem obvious, like how you don’t eat your classmates lunch without
asking or you don’t hit another person in class. It’s always important to know your own
personal boundaries and remember that everyone has their own personal boundaries
as well! Something that might seem okay to you may make another person feel
uncomfortable or bad. This is when you have disrespected their boundary. To make sure
you are respecting another person’s boundaries, always ask for consent first.
Educator Instructions
→ Pause here to complete the following activity.
Activity

15 MINUTES

Creating your boundaries
1. Say, “Just as we can say “yes” to certain situations, we can also say “no” to certain
situations that don’t feel right to us. This is what we call creating personal
boundaries”.
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2. Have students give an example of a time they said “no” to something to respect
their personal boundaries (e.g., deciding to spend less time with a friend, deciding
to not attend an event/party, turning off notifications from texts/social media
accounts, etc.).
3. Ask students, “How did it feel to say “no” to that?” (e.g., I felt relief, I felt more
relaxed, I felt like I was able to spend more time focusing on myself, etc.”).
4. Finish the activity by saying, “Sometimes we may feel social pressure to say “yes”
to things we don’t want to do. It’s important to listen to our feelings and our bodies
when deciding to do or not do something. That’s what boundaries are all about”.
Educator Instructions
→ Continue by saying: “Let’s analyse the difference between being in a
friendship, a romantic relationship, and a sexual relationship.”
→ Say:
Friendships are relationships with people we choose to interact with that are not family.
Friendships are generally those we share interests in. We may find we have some friends
that feel closer than other friends. Respectful friendships are when we show mutual
respect, honesty, loyalty, and support to one another in emotional ways. Friendships are
not defined by physically intimate or sexual contact.
Romantic relationships are people who we share a strong and mutual attraction to.
The choice to have a romantic relationship is often defined by someone you share the
same interests and values as. Romantic relationships may or may not include physically
intimate or sexual contact.
Sexual relationships are people who we have physically intimate and sexual contact
with. They may or may not be with someone we share a romantic relationship with.
Sexual consent is an important factor that must be used throughout the entire
relationship.

Respectful vs.
Disrespectful Relationships

10 MINUTES

It’s important to analyse how you feel within your relationships and whether or not you
feel it is a satisfying and mutually respectful relationship. Knowing the difference between
a respectful vs disrespectful relationship can help you decide whether or not you should
work towards ending or remaining in a relationship.
A respectful relationship is one that is defined by:
-respect
-equality
-trust
-positive communication
-honesty
-support
-physical and emotional safety
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A disrespectful relationship feels quite the opposite. It is often defined by:
-power and control
-physical, emotional or sexual abuse
-digital abuse
-unpredictable behaviours
-humiliation
-fear
Educator Instructions
→ Pause and ask:
“What are some examples of knowing if you are in a respectful relationship?”
“What about a disrespectful relationship?”
“Can you think of reasons why a person in a relationship may view it as
respectful but others viewing the relationship think it is disrespectful?”
Even respectful relationships aren’t always perfect, it’s common to have moments
of disagreements. The difference is that in a respectful relationship we use positive
communication (e.g., no name calling, asking clarifying questions to understand our
partners perspective, etc.) to work things through. In any kind of relationship it’s important
to treat each other with respect and care. A respectful relationship should make you
feel good about yourself, make you feel confident, respected and accepted for who you
are. A disrespectful relationship makes you feel self-conscious, confused, anxious, and
sometimes unsafe both online and offline. Leaving an disrespectful relationship can be a
scary experience, but having a trusted adult to speak to in these moments can help you
through it.
Activity
15 MINUTES

Ending a Disrespectful Relationship
1. Divide students up into groups of 2 to 4 people.
2. Have each group evaluate strategies to end a disrespectful relationship,
including when situations may require adult and/or professional.
3. Have students share their strategies with the class and discuss trusted
sources we can use to get help with relationships (e.g., school counsellor,
trusted adults in their lives, local organisations, etc.).

Sexual Consent

20 MINUTES

Educator Instructions
→ Continue by saying: “Consent is an important practise in all relationships,
especially when it comes to sexual relationships. Before participating in sexual
behaviour with someone, you need to know if they want to engage in sexual behaviour
with you too. It’s also important to be sure about what you want and don’t want to do
when it comes to sexual behaviour.”
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→ Say:
Consent is the permission for something to happen and it is the absolute most
important thing to know about and put to practise when it comes to your relationships.
Sexual consent is the same as consent but in regard to an agreement to participate in
a sexual activity. Before being sexual with someone, you need to know if they want to be
sexual with you too. It’s also important to be honest with your partner about what you
want and don’t want.
Depending on your location, the laws may be different about sexual consent. The age
of consent refers to the age a person must be to consent to sex. If a legal adult has
sex with someone who is younger than the age of consent, the adult can go to jail and
possible be registered as a sex offender. An individual who is under the influence of
drugs or alcohol can not legally consent to sexual behaviour.
Sexual consent is F.R.I.E.S. (Planned Parenthood):
-Freely given: It is a choice you make without pressure or coercion.
-Reversible: You’re allowed to change your mind about what you feel like doing, at
any time. Even if you were cool with it before.
-Informed: You can only consent to something if you have the full story. There are no
surprises.
-Enthusiastic: When it comes to sex, you should only do what you want to do, not
things that you feel you’re expected to do.
-Specific: Saying “yes” to one thing like kissing doesn’t mean you’re okay with doing
other things - like having sex.
Sexual consent is also:
-Ongoing: Consent isn’t something that happens before sex or at the start of a
relationship, it must be an ongoing conversation. If things are moving forward and
you want to engage in different sexual behaviours, stop and ask first. Don’t assume.
It’s important that everyone asks and gives consent throughout a sexual relationship.
Sexual consent isn’t really sexual consent unless everyone says “yes!”
Body language is an important part of sexual consent. If someone says “yes” but looks
unsure or uncomfortable, ask questions. (e.g., Would that be okay with you?, Are you
comfortable with that?, etc.)
Educator Instructions
→ Pause and ask students, “If someone is saying “yes” but their body is not
saying “yes”, what do you do?”
“Do you trust the person’s “yes” or do you interpret body language?”
→ Say:
Receiving sexual consent takes a moment, so always ask for consent and always
respect the answer you are given. It is also encouraged to check in with your partners
throughout the time together too.
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Educator Instructions
→ Pause and ask students:
“What are some examples of asking and receiving sexual consent?”
“Can you show me an example of the importance of understanding body
language when it comes to giving and receiving consent?”

Sexual Agency

5 MINUTES

Sexual agency is a choice to assert your sexual interests free from coercion. From the
ability to avoid unwanted sexual behaviour to any choices made in relation to one’s sex life.
Sexual agency includes an individual’s right to:
-Practise giving and receiving consent.
-Choose whether or not you want to engage sexually with someone.
-Choose how you define your sexuality.
-Choose your safer sex practices.
Activity
15 MINUTES

Media Impact
1. Pause and ask students to examine the impact of media, including sexually
explicit media and free online porn may perpetuate (e.g., inequality between
partners, lack of communication and consent, strict gender role stereotypes, etc.).
2. Have students come up with a list of examples and discuss whether or not
these show positive or negative ways of respectful and disrespectful relationships.
Always ask for consent when engaging in any type of touch - sexual or not!
Educator Instructions
→ To wrap up the lesson, review the homework.
Homework
Ask students to add to their Trusted Adult List
1. Ask students to identify trusted adults in their lives, including parents and
caregivers, from their trusted adult list and add any additional adults who are
not on their list whom students can ask questions and seek advice when it
comes to their interpersonal relationships.
2. Write their names down along with their contact information (e.g., email,
address, phone number).
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Literacy
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7. Porn Literacy
Overview
Outlines the functional knowledge and essential skills students need to understand how
sexualised media, including free online porn, sends messages and how as intentional or
unintentional consumers, can become more critical of the messages it sends through
the use of a media literacy framework.
Preparation
→ Visit The Center for Media Literacy to familiarise yourself with the media
literacy framework.
Tips for teachers
→ Don’t assume that students have or have not seen porn.
→ Use the term “free online porn” instead of pornography or mainstream
pornography.
→ Refrain from using negative or positive porn commentary to create a
shame-free environment.
→ Some groups may be more open to discussing pornography than others.
Assess the comfort level of your students and allow them to guide the
discussion of media to determine where to go into the topic of free online porn.
Learning outcomes
→ Define free online porn.
→ Introduce porn literacy.
→ Identify and apply media literacy key concepts and key questions from
The Center for Media Literacy for interpreting sexualised media including free
online porn.
→ Encourage students to become more critical of the messages free online
porn sends.

Introduction

5 MINUTES

Educator Instructions
→ Begin the lesson by saying:
Media is anything one consumes that sends a message to an intended audience. Some
examples of the forms of media include social media, TV series, and magazines. Some
examples of types of media include a TikTok video, a meme, or an article in print. We are
exposed to media every day, whether it’s an advertisement on Youtube or a billboard
on the street. Media is constructed to shape our perceptions by sending us messages.
From what new cool fashion is emerging to the latest music to listen to.

Educator Instructions
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→ Continue the lesson by asking, “What are some other examples of media?”
→ Write these examples on the board. Some examples may include music
videos, podcasts, newspapers, blogs, etc.
→ Ask, “What kind of messages do you receive from them?”
→ Write these examples on the board next to the examples of the media given.
Some answers may include “In a TikTok, the influencer was dancing behind
a bottle of a famous energy drink with the logo visible which is telling the
audience that purchasing this drink is cool.”, “A famous Instagram influencer
posts an image of them posing on vacation with a filter that makes their body
look blemish-free. This makes me feel like I have to look a certain way to get
attention and that having a certain look is what makes me attractive.”
→ Continue by saying, “Media has the ability to influence and shape the way we
think and feel, sometimes about our own bodies, and that can have an effect
on our self-esteem. The truth is, all media messages are constructed
creatively to make us feel an emotion to what we are consuming.”
→ Ask students, “If you follow a page that continuously makes you feel negative
about yourself, what do you do?”
→ Say: Whether or not it’s a product, a person, a certain body type, or an idea, it’s
good to recognise that these media messages are constructed to influence
the person who is consuming it. And we can critique and decide if we wish to
engage with this type of media, and how we choose to be affected by that
message.”

Free Online Porn

15 MINUTES

Educator Instructions
→ Continue the lesson by saying:
Pornography is also a form of sexualised media that is constructed to send us a
message. Free online porn is the most easily accessible pornography on the internet. It
is found on websites where you can access unlimited amounts of adult content for free.
Whether one is consuming free online porn intentionally or not, for many, it is often one’s
first exposure to sex. It’s nearly impossible to never be exposed to online pornography at
some point. It’s very common to be exposed to free online porn whether it is sought out
intentionally or accidentally coming across it. Some examples of when porn may appear
online are during a Google search, scrolling through Twitter, or receiving a pop-up.
Educator Instructions
→ Pause and ask students:
“What happens when you click on a pop-up?”
“How does it make you feel when a pop-up interrupts you online?”
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→ Continue by saying, “Whether this pop-up is a sexualised image like
pornography or not, it is attempting to take the consumer’s attention away, to make
them feel a certain emotion, and to sell them an idea or a product.”
Educator Instructions
→ Say:
The main purpose of free online porn is to entertain, not to educate. While consumers
of free online porn can get real pleasure from watching it, what is displayed in it often
creates a fantasy rather than sexual outcomes that are realistic. Most free online porn
leaves people of all ages, genders, and sexual orientations with a misunderstanding of
what sex and respectful relationships look like.

Porn Literacy

20 MINUTES

Educator Instructions
→ Continue the lesson by saying:
Porn literacy is a type of media literacy. Media literacy is an educational framework
that gives us the ability to access, analyse, and evaluate media in a variety of forms. Porn
literacy works in a similar way by using the same core concepts and questions of media
literacy which we can use to critically examine and make sense of the sexual images we
are exposed to in free online porn. The main goal of porn literacy is for individuals to
critique porn and construct their own meaning from the content they consume.
Educator Instructions
→ Continue the lesson by saying, The five key questions of media literacy are:
1. Who created this message?
2. What creative techniques are used to attract my attention?
3. How might different people understand this message differently?
4. What values, lifestyles, and points of view are represented in, or omitted from,
this message?
5. Why is this message being sent?
→ Continue the lesson by completing the following activity.
Activity
15 MINUTES

Media Literacy Practice
1. Write down the five key questions of media literacy on a piece of paper.
2. Watch this commercial as a class.
3. Have students divide into groups of 4.
4. Discuss as a group what were the interpretations of the commercial and write
down answers to each of the five key questions of media literacy
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Educator Instructions
→ To complete the activity, have the groups share their answers with the class.
Bring light to the differences in answers between the groups. Say, “Notice how different
people receive different messages from the same type of media.”
→ Continue the lesson by saying, “Just as in this activity, we can be critical
consumers of all types of media and the messages it sends.”
→ Pause and ask the following questions:
Ask, “What are some messages the media sends about bodies?”
After receiving some responses from the students say, “In the media you may notice that
certain body types are presented as attractive. For example, filtered and edited Instagram
posts of influencers of a certain body type. These images influence the consumer who
see this type of media celebrated with likes, comments, and follows to seek this body
image for themselves or their partner. It can add a lot of unnecessary pressure and is not
realistic! All bodies, no matter the shape, size and ability are worthy of love and pleasure.”
Ask, “What are some messages the media sends about consent and boundaries?”
After receiving some responses from the students say, “In the media you will notice that
consent is often not discussed and personal boundaries are often crossed. For example,
during a kiss or sex scene in a Netflix series, they often skip the most essential parts of
sexual behaviour, which is asking and giving consent. No matter what you notice in the
media, know that you are able to create your own boundaries on what feels good or not
to you. Everyone has the right to have their boundaries respected. With every person,
there must be communication and consent present before, during, and after any type of
physical touch, especially when it comes to sexual behaviour.”
Ask, “What are some messages the media sends about sex?”
After receiving some responses from the students say, “Unlike what you see in the media,
sex does not always have to include penetration and end in an orgasm. There are also
safer sex practices to be established for yourself and in your relationships, if and when
you decide to have sex. These include STI testing, the use of contraceptives and barrier
methods like internal and external condoms. Sexual behaviours vary and communicating
with a sexual partner and asking for and giving consent is the only way to have
pleasurable and safer sexual experiences.”
Ask, “What are some messages the media sends about racism and the fetishisation
of Black Indigenous People of Colour (BIPOC)?”
After receiving some responses from the students say, “In the media, you may notice
the hashtags and content used to describe BIPOC are often racist. For example, when
TikTok banned the hashtag #blacklivesmatter and shadowban creators fighting for social
and racial injustices. There exists a lot of racial terms and hate speech in the media that
perpetuates harmful stereotypes and behaviours towards BIPOC. Every person, no matter
what race, is deserving of love and respect.”
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Ask, “What are some messages the media sends about women?”
After receiving some responses from the students say, “In the media you will notice
that many of the images we see of girls and women are created in a way to attract
heterosexual men. It sends a message that looking sexy or attractive is incompatible with
other traits, like athleticism and intelligence. Women are just as worthy of respect as men.
This is also true in relationships, whether they are sexual or not.”
Educator Instructions
→ Pause and answer any questions students may have.
→ If you receive a question you are not sure how to answer. Say, “That’s a great
question. I don’t know. How about we look up some resources on that?”

The Facts vs.
The Fantasy of Free Online Porn

10 MINUTES

Educator Instructions
→ Continue the lesson by saying, “Just as in any form of media like an influencer’s
Instagram profile or magazine photoshoot of your favourite artist, there is a lot
that goes on behind the scenes in free online porn that is not noticable to
consumers. What happens off camera helps separate the facts versus the fantasy.”
→ Read aloud the following list:
-The people you see in porn are called performers. They negotiate contracts and get
paid for what they do.					
-They never show the conversations around consent that occur between actors
before, during and after scenes.
-Safer sex strategies are often not seen on screen. These include the use of
contraceptives and sexually transmitted infections testing before and after filming.
-There are filming techniques like lighting, directing, and camera angles that create
each video/ad/etc.
-Editing is used to make scenes shorter and don’t show foreplay or communication
between the performers.
-There are some performers that will use medication to keep an erection for the
scenes.
-Performers film scenes throughout a period of time that allows for bathroom, water
and food breaks.
-We don’t see the awkward scenes or bloopers that will be edited out of the final cut.
Educator Instructions
→ Pause and answer any questions students may have.
→ If you receive a question you are not sure how to answer. Say, “That’s a great
question. I don’t know. How about we look up some resources on that?”
→ If applicable to your group’s interest and curiosity, some frequently asked
questions about free online porn include:
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FAQs
Q: How old do you have to be to watch porn?
A: The legal age to access free online porn is 18. However, many access it
even if they are younger than 18 by accident or sometimes purposefully. This
is why porn is called adult content. It is for adults.
Q: How is so much online porn free?
A: Free online porn is often found on websites owned by large and rich
corporations. There is a lot of money made in advertisements which is how
much of the media we consume online, not just porn, is available to access
for free. There is also paid porn, often called ethical porn which exists behind
a paywall where people pay to access adult content.
Q: Can people become addicted to porn?
A: There are some people who believe people can become addicted to
almost anything and porn is one of those things. Some people believe there
are times when we become dependent on things, like how we depend on
the internet. What happens when we no longer have access to something?
How do we behave? How do we feel? These are the questions that can be
helpful in understanding what role something has in our life.
Q: Is all porn made and shared consensually?
A: Not always. Image based sexual abuse often called revenge porn is
when nude or sexual images or videos are made and shared without the
consent of the person in them. This is illegal and those who share this type of
media can get into a lot of trouble.
Q: Are all performers in porn forced to do their job?
A: Many performers choose to perform in porn and get paid for the work
that they do. It is a job that some people choose to have just as one chooses
to become a doctor or a mechanic

Free online porn is not education, it is entertainment!
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Educator Instructions
→ To wrap up the lesson, review the homework.
Homework
Sexualised Media Literacy Reflection
1. Ask students to reflect on when and how they have experienced or been
exposed to sexualised media (e.g., free online porn, advertisements, social
media, etc.)
Note: Be mindful that this is not required homework as it will not pertain to
every student. Reassure students that this will not be a shared activity after
completion and is only to be used as a mental practice to guide thoughts, not
needing to be written down.
2. Use the following questions as a guide:
- What feelings may come up for before, during, and after being exposed to
sexualised media?
- Does the sexualised media I am exposed to match my personal values?
- Do I feel in control of how often I am exposed / view sexualised media?
- How does sexualised media affect my relationships with others?
3. If any of their answers during this reflection practice are alarming to them,
suggest using their Trusted Adult List as a resource to seek assistance to
manage their relationship with sexualised media.
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8.
Interpersonal
Violence
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8. Interpersonal Violence*
Overview
Outlines the functional knowledge and essential skills students need to understand
interpersonal violence, digital abuse, and victim blaming. Including resources, and local
services; and an overall emphasis on the need for a growing awareness, creation, and
maintenance of safe school and community environments for all students.
Tips for teachers
→ Inform school psychologists or counsellors you are doing this lesson so they
are aware if students seek them out.
Content warning tips for teachers
→ Give your students as much advance notice as possible before beginning
this topic.
→ Provide students the choice to participate or not participate in the discussion.
→ Offer them a method to respond privately in either a verbal or non-verbal
format, like an email or direct message.
→ Identify and create a space students can join to say yes, no, pass,
or other forms of consent.
Learning Outcomes
→ Define interpersonal violence*
→ Define digital abuse*
→ Explain victim blaming*
→ Create a support list as a class
*content warning: This topic may be triggering for people who have experienced
sexual violence or abuse.

Introduction

2 MINUTES

Educator Instructions
→ Begin the lesson by saying:
Sometimes our interpersonal relationships that were once defined as respectful can
change and become disrespectful and violent. A person who experiences disrespectful
relationships may experience violence - which can be expressed physically, emotionally,
and/or sexually. Interpersonal violence can take place both online and offline.
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Interpersonal Violence

5 MINUTES

Educator Instructions
→ Continue the lesson by saying, “Interpersonal violence is the intentional use
of force or violence against one person that may be physical, emotional,
sexual, or financial.”
→ Say:
1. Physical abuse: may include hitting, punching, slapping, shoving, kicking.
2. Emotional abuse: may include threats, name calling, screaming, yelling, 		
ridiculing, spreading rumours, intimidation, stalking, and use of digital abuse
techniques.
3. Sexual abuse: may include unwanted touching, forced or coerced 			
engagement in sexual activity.
4. Financial abuse: may include any type of control when it comes to finances
which may include withholding money or property.
Anyone can be a victim of interpersonal violence — no matter their gender, sexual
orientation, or age. But certain groups of people are more likely than others to
experience sexual assault in their lives. Women, especially Black Indigenous People
of Colour, LGBTQ+, and people with disabilities are more likely to experience sexual
assault over the course of their lifetimes.

Digital Abuse

5 MINUTES

Digital abuse is the use of technology such as texting and social media to bully,
harass, stalk or intimidate a partner in a relationship. In a respectful relationship, all
communication is respectful whether in-person or online. It is never OK for someone to
do or say anything that makes you feel bad, lowers your self-esteem or manipulates you.
You may be experiencing digital abuse if your partner:
-Controls who you can or can’t follow on certain accounts like Instagram, TikTok or
other apps or sites.
-Sends you negative, insulting or even threatening emails, messages, tweets, DMs or
other messages online.
-Uses sites and apps to keep constant tabs on you.
-Uses their social media to make posts or comments that make you feel bad.
-Demanding your participation in sexting.
-Sends you unwanted nudes or participating in sexting and demands you send some
in return.
-Pressures you to send them nudes.
-Sharing of nudes with others.
-Steals or insists to be given your passwords to your online accounts or phone.
-Makes you fear being separated from your phone or computer in fear of their
reaction.
-Looks through your phone or computer frequently (e.g., looking through texts,
photos, call logs, search history, etc.)
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One form of digital abuse is the creation, sharing or possession of nudes or semi-nude
photos, videos, or live streams of people under the age of 18. This is something that can
occur on social media platforms, gaming platforms, chat apps or forums. Although the
creation of nudes is not always sexually or criminally motivated, it is a form of digital
abuse and is illegal. It is known as image-based sexual abuse when it comes to being
non-consensually possessed or shared with others.

Victim Blaming

5 MINUTES

Victim blaming is when an individual who has been sexually harassed, abused or
assaulted or has been a victim of incest, rape, domestic violence is blamed for the
actions of a perpetrator. Victim blaming often looks at how the victim could have
avoided the abuse rather than prosecuting the perpetrator and taking action. When we
witness victim blaming play out, it is an example of perpetuating rape culture which
harm survivors rather than help them.
Educator Instructions
→ Say, “Interpersonal violence can come on slowly or suddenly. It can look and
feel different for different people. It might be emotional. It might be financial.
It might be sexual. It might be physical. It might be digital. Oftentimes, victims
of abuse feel scared, alone, and stuck. It could have happened in the past or it
could currently be happening. There is help out there for victims.”
→ Finish up the lesson by completing the activity below as a class.
Activity
Create a support list
1. As a class, explore local and national organisations, crisis centers, helplines
that provide support to victims of interpersonal violence.
2. Include LGBTQ+ and Black Indigenous People of Colour centered services
(e.g., The Trevor Project, Love is Respect, WerNative, Anti-violence Project, etc.).
3. Create a physical and/or digital support list that is accessible to students at
all times (e.g., post it on the class website, print out a copy for each student,
email them a copy, etc.).
A victim of any type of interpersonal violence is never to blame!
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Educator Instructions
→ To wrap up the lesson, review the homework.
Homework
Ask students to add to their Trusted Adult List
1. Ask students to identify trusted adults in their lives, including parents and
caregivers, and other sources of support they can go to if they or someone
they know is a victim of interpersonal violence or if they are perpetuating
disrespectful or coercive behaviours.
A Respectful Partner
1. Have students reflect on what a respectful relationship looks like to them and
what type of partners they would like to have. (e.g., A respectful relationship is
one where we support each other and still have time to be with our friends and
family. I would like to have a partner that I can be myself around, share interests
with, a partner that listens to me, etc.)
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The Activity
Materials
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The External Sex Anatomy
of a person AFAB

Fill in the blanks with the correct word.

MONS PUBIS
PUBIC HAIR
CLITORAL HOOD
CLITORIS
INNER LABIA
URETHRAL OPENING

VULVA

OUTER LABIA

VAGINAL OPENING
BARTHOLIN’S GLANDS DUCTS
ANUS
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The Internal Sex Anatomy
of a person AFAB

Fill in the blanks with the correct word.

OVARIES
FALLOPIAN TUBES
UTERUS

CERVIX
VAGINA
VAGINAL OPENING

VULVA
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The Internal Sex Anatomy
of a person AFAB - The Clitoris
Fill in the blanks with the correct word.

GLANS CLITORIS

URETHAL OPENING
CORPUS CAVERNOSUM

BULB OF VESTIBULE

VAGINAL OPENING

BARTHOLIN’S GLANDS
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The External Sex Anatomy

of a person AMAB - Circumcised Penis
Fill in the blanks with the correct word.

PUBIC HAIR

ANUS

SHAFT
FRENULUM
GLANS

URETHRAL OPENING
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PENIS

www.thepornconversation.org

The External Sex Anatomy
of a person AMAB - Intact Penis
Fill in the blanks with the correct word.

PUBIC HAIR
ANUS

SHAFT

FRENULUM
PENIS
FORESKIN

GLANS

URETHRAL OPENING
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The Internal Sex Anatomy
of a person AMAB

Fill in the blanks with the correct word.

BLADDER
SEMINAL VESICLE
PROSTATE GLAND
VAS DEFERENS
URETHRA

EPIDIDYMIS

COWPER’S GLAND

TESTICLES(BALLS)
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The External Sex Anatomy
of a person AFAB

Fill in the blanks with the correct word.
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The Internal Sex Anatomy
of a person AFAB

Fill in the blanks with the correct word.
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The Internal Sex Anatomy
of a person AFAB - The Clitoris
Fill in the blanks with the correct word.
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The External Sex Anatomy

of a person AMAB - Circumcised Penis
Fill in the blanks with the correct word.
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of a person AMAB - Intact Penis
Fill in the blanks with the correct word.
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The Internal Sex Anatomy
of a person AMAB

Fill in the blanks with the correct word.
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The External Sex Anatomy
of a person AFAB

Fill in the blanks with the correct word.
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The Internal Sex Anatomy
of a person AFAB

Fill in the blanks with the correct word.
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The Internal Sex Anatomy
of a person AFAB - The Clitoris
Fill in the blanks with the correct word.
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The External Sex Anatomy

of a person AMAB - Circumcised Penis
Fill in the blanks with the correct word.
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of a person AMAB - Intact Penis
Fill in the blanks with the correct word.
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Fill in the blanks with the correct word.
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Hormonal methods of contraception
How does it work?

How effective against
pregnancy is it?

How long does it
last?

Does it protect
against STIs/HIV?

Are there any side
effects?

Birth control
implant

The intrauterine
device (IUD)

Hormonal patch

Contraception Option
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Hormonal methods of contraception
How does it work?

How effective against
pregnancy is it?

How long does it
last?

Does it protect
against STIs/HIV?

Are there any side
effects?

Vaginal ring

Hormonal
injection

Birth control pills

Contraception Option
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Non-hormonal methods of contraception
How does it work?

How effective against
pregnancy is it?

How long does it
last?

Does it protect
against STIs/HIV?

Are there any side
effects?

Sponge

Cervical cap

Diaphragm

Contraception Option
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Non-hormonal methods of contraception
How does it work?

How effective against
pregnancy is it?

How long does it
last?

Does it protect
against STIs/HIV?

Are there any side
effects?

Copper intrauterine
device (IUD)

Contraceptive film

Contraceptive
suppositories

Contraception Option
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Sterilisation methods of contraception
How does it work?

How effective against
pregnancy is it?

How long does it
last?

Does it protect
against STIs/HIV?

Are there any side
effects?

Hysterectomy

Vasectomy

Tubal ligation

Contraception Option
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Barrier methods of contraception
How does it work?

How effective against
pregnancy is it?

How long does it
last?

Does it protect
against STIs/HIV?

Are there any side
effects?

Internal condom

External condom

Contraception Option
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Other methods of contraception
How does it work?

How effective against
pregnancy is it?

How long does it
last?

Does it protect
against STIs/HIV?

Are there any side
effects?

Emergency contraception
“The morning after pill”

Abstinence

Contraception Option
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Hormonal methods of contraception
How does it work?

How effective against
pregnancy is it?

How long does it
last?

Does it protect
against STIs/HIV?

Are there any side
effects?

Birth control
implant

The intrauterine
device (IUD)

Hormonal patch

Contraception Option
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Hormonal methods of contraception
How does it work?

How effective against
pregnancy is it?

How long does it
last?

Does it protect
against STIs/HIV?

Are there any side
effects?

Vaginal ring

Hormonal
injection

Birth control pills

Contraception Option
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Non-hormonal methods of contraception
How does it work?

How effective against
pregnancy is it?

How long does it
last?

Does it protect
against STIs/HIV?

Are there any side
effects?

Sponge

Cervical cap

Diaphragm

Contraception Option
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Non-hormonal methods of contraception
How does it work?

How effective against
pregnancy is it?

How long does it
last?

Does it protect
against STIs/HIV?

Are there any side
effects?

Copper intrauterine
device (IUD)

Contraceptive film

Contraceptive
suppositories

Contraception Option
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Sterilisation methods of contraception
How does it work?

How effective against
pregnancy is it?

How long does it
last?

Does it protect
against STIs/HIV?

Are there any side
effects?

Hysterectomy

Vasectomy

Tubal ligation

Contraception Option
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Barrier methods of contraception
How does it work?

How effective against
pregnancy is it?

How long does it
last?

Does it protect
against STIs/HIV?

Are there any side
effects?

Internal condom

External condom

Contraception Option
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Other methods of contraception
How does it work?

How effective against
pregnancy is it?

How long does it
last?

Does it protect
against STIs/HIV?

Are there any side
effects?

Emergency contraception
“The morning after pill”

Abstinence

Contraception Option
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Ableism

Binary

Discrimination and
prejudice against people
living with mental,
physical, cognitive, or
intellectual disabilities in
favour of non-disabled
people.

Something made up of
two things.
Bisexual

Abortion

A person who is
attracted to people who
are the same gender as
their gender and other
genders.

To terminate or end a
pregnancy.

Bodily autonomy

Abstinence

The choice to not have
sex.

The human right to
decide what happens
to your body without
outside influence or
control.

Adoption

To give birth and placing
a child with another
family permanently.
Age of consent

The legal age which a
person may consent to
sexual intercourse.
Agender

People who don’t
identify with any
particular gender or
being genderless.
AIDS (acquired
immune deficiency
syndrome)
What HIV may progress
into over time.
Asexual

Body acceptance

The positive idea that
all bodies have value
and deserve to be
represented and cared
for.
Body image

The beliefs about one’s
own appearance.

Vaginal bleeding or
spotting between
menstrual cycles.
Cisgender

When a person’s sex
assigned at birth
matches their gender
identity, or how they feel
on the inside.
Coming out

The process that
LGBTQ+ people may go
through as they work
to accept their gender
identity and/or sexual
orientation and share
it openly with other
people.
Consent

When someone freely
chooses to agree to do
something.
Digital abuse

Body language

One’s movements and
postures by which
attitudes and feelings
are communicated.
Body neutrality

The belief of focusing
on what your body can
do for you rather than
what it looks like.

The sexual orientation
or identity associated
with a person who
has little to no sexual
attraction for anyone.
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Breakthrough
bleeding
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A form of verbal or
emotional abuse
perpetrated online.
Domestic
violence

A pattern of behaviour
in any relationship
that is used to gain or
maintain power and
control over an intimate
partner.
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Ethical porn

Fertile

Pornography which is
made consensually,
respects the rights of
performers, celebrates
sexual diversity, and
uses safer sex practices
such as STI testing
and contraception. It is
generally not available
to access for free as it
costs money to make
ethical porn and to fairly
pay everyone involved
in the making of the film.

A person that is able to
conceive or reproduce.
Fertilisation

The process by which
an egg is fertilised
during human
reproduction.
Gender

Ejaculation

One’s sense of who they
are as a boy, girl, both,
or neither, as opposed
to what your physical
characteristics, genes
and hormones indicate.

The action of a penis
ejecting semen from the
urethral opening.

Gender-based
violence

Erection

When a penis becomes
full of blood and stiffens.

Gender
expression

How a person chooses
to show their gender
on the outside using
clothes, hairstyles,
or other markers.
A person’s gender
expression doesn’t
have to match their
gender identity. For
example, a person
who likes to wear
clothing associated with
masculinity may still
identify as a woman.
Gender identity

Refers to harmful acts
directed at an individual
based on their gender.

A person’s inner feelings
and knowing about
themselves. A person’s
gender identity doesn’t
have to match their sex
assigned at birth.

Gender binary
Estrogen

A hormone that is
primarily produced in
the ovaries. Estrogen
plays a part in puberty,
periods, and pregnancy.
External condom

A thin barrier method
contraceptive that
is used to cover the
penis that is used to
help lower the risk of
transmission of STIs
and HIV during sexual
intercourse.
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The idea that there
are only 2 categories
of gender (boy and
girl) that are mutually
exclusive and different
from each other.
Gender
expansive

Some people feel and
know that the traditional
ways of being a boy or
girl do not fit for them.
They live their lives
showing that there are
many ways to be a girl,
boy, both or neither.
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Gender role
stereotypes

The expectations that
we place on people to
identify and express
themselves based on
the gender binary, either
a boy or girl. These can
differ from culture to
culture.
Genitals

A person’s external sex
anatomy.
HIV (human

immunodeficiency virus)
A virus of the blood
that attacks the body’s
immune system.
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Hormones

Chemicals that cause
changes in our bodies
and brains. They
naturally exist and can
also be made in a lab.
HPV (human

papillomavirus)
The most common
sexually transmitted
infection (STI) that can
cause cervical cancer
as well as genital warts.
HPV also can lead to
cancer in areas such as
the penis, anus, vagina,
vulva, and throat.
Human
reproduction

Any form of sexual
reproduction resulting
in human fertilisation.
Image-based
sexual abuse

Non-consensual sharing
of nudes and seminudes.
Intercourse

Any type of penetrative
sex. Also referred to as
sexual intercourse.
Internal condom

A thin barrier method
contraceptive that is
used to protect the
inside of the vagina or
anus that is used to
help lower the risk of
transmission of STIs
and HIV during sexual
intercourse.
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Interpersonal
relationships

All the relationships
a person can
have ranging from
social associations,
connections, or
affiliations between two
or more people.
Intersex

An individual that has a
variation of internal and/
or external sex anatomy.

Misogyny

The hatred or
discrimination against
women or girls.
Mutual
masturbation

When partners
masturbate in order to
obtain sexual pleasure
while next to each other.
Non-binary

Masturbation

When a person’s gender
identity doesn’t fit inside
the gender binary.

Touching one’s own
body/genitals for sexual
pleasure.

Non-normative
bodies

Media

The many different
forms of communication
that carry a message
(e.g., social media, TV,
advertisements, porn,
etc.).
Media literacy

Media Literacy is
the ability to access,
analyse, evaluate and
create media in a variety
of forms.

A term people with
disabilities have used
to describe their bodies
as ones that are labeled
“not ideal” by society
and often include the
disabled community
or body types not
presented positively in
the media.
Nudes

Photographs or videos
taken of oneself when
nude.

Menstruation

Onset

The flow of blood, fluid,
and tissue out of the
uterus and through the
vagina that usually lasts
from 3 to 7 days. Often
referred to as a period.

The point at which
a person begins
something, often used
to refer to the age one
begins puberty.
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Outercourse

Any type of sexual
activity that doesn’t
include intercourse,
which is vaginal and
anal sex.
Ovulation

The most fertile
moment in the
menstrual cycle, usually
around day 15, when an
egg is released from the
ovary.

Person with
disabilities

People whose bodies
and minds move or
function differently than
others.
Personal
boundaries

Physical and emotional
limits and rules we set
for ourselves within
relationships.
Pornography

Parenting

The choice to give birth
and raise a child.
Penile discharge

Substance that comes
out of the penis through
the urethra that is not
urine or semen. It may
range in colour from
white, yellow to green
and be thick or watery
in texture, depending
on the cause. In many
cases it is a sign of a
bacterial infection that
can be cured through
the use of antibiotics.
PEP (post-exposure

prophylaxis)
Short-term treatment
for people who’ve
already been exposed
to HIV within the past
72 hours that helps
stop the virus from
establishing itself in the
body.
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Printed or online media
containing the explicit
description or display
of naked bodies and/
or sexual behaviour.
Otherwise known as
“porn”.

Pregnancy

When someone is
carrying a developing
fetus in their uterus.
It begins with the
implantation of the preembryo and progresses
through the embryonic
and fetal stages
until birth, unless it’s
ended by miscarriage
or abortion. Lasting
about 40 weeks from
implantation to birth.
Pregnancy
testing

When urine is tested
for a certain hormone
that is released after
the fertilised egg has
implanted in the uterus.
PrEP (pre-exposure

Porn literacy

A framework based on
media literacy used for
critical examination of
porn as a type of media.
Pre-ejaculatory
fluid

Semen that may contain
sperm that is held in
the cowper’s glands
that slowly releases
from the urethral
opening of a penis
when aroused. It helps
clear the urethra and
the internal pathway
to allow new semen or
“cum” to move more
easily out of the urethra
during ejaculation. Often
referred to as pre-cum.
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prophylaxis)
Pill that may be taken
by HIV-negative people
to reduce the risk of
transmission of HIV.
Progestin

A synthetic version
of the hormone
progesterone which
is found in all forms
of hormonal birth
control. Progestins
prevent pregnancy
by slowing down or
stopping ovulation and
reducing the amount
and stretchiness of
cervical mucus, making
it difficult for sperm to
enter the uterus.
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Puberty

Revenge porn

Sexual agency

The time between
childhood and
adulthood when people
mature physically and
sexually. Puberty is
marked by changes
such as breast
development and
menstruation or hair
growth and ejaculation.

Revealing or sexually
explicit images or videos
of a person posted on
the internet, typically by
a former sexual partner,
without the consent of
the subject and in order
to cause them distress
or embarrassment.

One’s ability to choose
to assert your sexual
interests free from
coercion.
Sexual assault

Sexual contact or
behaviour that occurs
without explicit consent
of the victim.

Semen
Rape

A crime. Using sex as
a weapon of power
and control. Unwanted
or forceful sexual
intercourse with a
person who has not
consented.
Rape culture

An environment in
which rape is prevalent
and in which sexual
violence is standardised
and excused in the
media.
Reproduce

To produce a baby
through sexual
intercourse or through
non-sexual means
(e.g., intrauterine
insemination (IUI) and in
vitro fertilisation (IVF).

Whitish fluid containing
sperm that comes out
of the penis during
ejaculation. Often
referred to as cum.

Sexual behaviour

Sex

Sexual consent

Any type of consensual
sexual behaviour. Sex
means different things
to different people.

The agreement to
participate in a sexual
activity.

The state of being
sexual, which can be
expressed in more ways
than penetration.

Sexual health
Sex anatomy

Including the sex organs
on the outside of your
body and the sex and
reproductive organs on
the inside of your body.
Sex assigned at
birth

The label a medical
professional gives a
baby when it is born
based on their body/
genitals, either female
(AFAB), male (AMAB),
or intersex.

Enjoying emotional,
physical, and social wellbeing in regard to one’s
sexuality.
Sexual
intercourse

Any type of penetrative
sex. Also known as
intercourse.
Sexual
orientation

Who you love or are
attracted to.
Sexual violence

Sexting

Sending sexually
explicit photographs or
messages via mobile
phone.
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A form of violence that
includes sexual contact
without consent.
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Sexuality

An all encompassing
term of all sexual
experiences including
thoughts, feelings,
attractions, desires, etc.
Sexually
transmitted
infections (STIs)

Infections that are
passed from one person
to another during
vaginal, anal, or oral sex,
or sexual skin-to-skin
contact. Commonly
known as sexually
transmitted disease.
Spermicide

A gel-like substance
that kills sperm and
used in non-hormonal
contraceptive methods.
Testosterone

Hormone produced in
the testes and in smaller
amounts in the ovaries.
Transgender

A person who’s sex
assigned at birth does
not always easily match
their gender, or how
they know and feel
about themselves.
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Urinary tract
infection (UTI)

A bacterial infection of
the bladder, the uterus,
or the urethra. It is not
sexually transmitted.
The most common
symptom is a frequent
urge to pee and pain
while peeing.
Vaginal
discharge

Fluid that comes
from the vagina and
happens throughout
the menstrual cycle.
Typically, discharge is
thick or thin, clear, white,
or yellow when it dries
on your underwear. It
may also lead to stains
on your underwear.
It has a mild, not
unpleasant smell.
Victim blaming

The attitude that
suggests that the
victims rather than
the perpetrators are
responsible for a crime.
Virus

Wet dreams

The experience of
ejaculation during
sleep for penis owners,
especially during
the ages of puberty.
Sometimes referred to
as nocturnal emission.
White supremacy

The harmful ideology
that the ideas, beliefs,
and actions of white
people are superior to
People of Colour and
their ideas, beliefs,
and actions. White
supremacy is seen
in the social norms
upheld by the scientific,
educational, and
medical fields, including
and not limited to,
sexual and reproductive
health and education.
Yeast infection

A type of bacterial
infection that is not
sexually transmitted
caused by an
overgrowth of a yeast
that naturally lives in the
body.

Very tiny particles that
can infect living things
and make them sick.
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